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One of the great names in Church History, whether or not
we have anything in our minds to explain why he is great, is
that scholar and saint, Augustine. When the world was crash
ing about the ears of ancient Rome he had an answer to men's
questions in his “City of God.”
One major factor in the conversion of Augustine was the
genuineness of the life of Ambrose, Bishop of Milan. Augustine
went to hear him because of his reputation as a preacher, but
he was convinced of the validity of the Christian religion be
cause of the genuineness of th man Ambrose. Here is a story
about this man.
About the time of Ambrose the capital of the Roman em
pire was, for strategic reasons, moved north from Rome to Mi
lan, in northern Italy. You doubtless remember that during
the fourth and flfth centuries the barbarians from northern
Europe were sweeping southward, and overrunning the terri
tory of Rome. Quite naturally the man who was chosen to ad
minister the military garrison of the capital city would be one
of ability. Ambrose was that man.
During his tenure of office as a soldier and administrator,
he had not been noted for his religion. Indeed, he was not a
professing Christian. It became necessary, however, for him
to serve as an arbitrator between two factors within the church.
The Bishop of Milan had died, and since the church of Christ
is made up of humans it can either be all that humans by the
grace of God can make it, or it can degenerate into the sordid
ness of any other human organization when God is left out.
The church at Milan had degenerated, and two factions each
put up their candidates, and neither • faction would agree to
thp other's candidate. Ambrose entered the Cathedral during
this wrangle to see if he could help settle the matter. Before
he had reached the seat of honor in which he was to preside,
b.v some act of providence or otherwise, the entire congregation
was crying "Ambrose for Bishop."
Naturally, a pagan could not become bishop. However, he
was willing to be baptized, and in the course of a week he was
passed through the different stages necessary and was tonse
crated a bishop. One might think that such a one, pressed intc
service as it were, would not be a very good Christian or bishop.
Surprisingly enough, quite the contrary was true. He set about
the work of a bishop with as much thoroughness and courage
as he had devoted previously to his work as a military leader.
Also, his own life became a pattern of humility, simplicity and
devotion to the way of Christ.
One suspects that often people do not follow the way of
Christ because they do not realize the importance and returns
of being part of the greatest cause on earth. If more of us
were shown that being a Christian meant doing something dif
ficult and important, we would more often be better Christians.
Perhaps, it instead of soft pedaling the demands of the Chris
tian life, we made it clear tliat being a Christian is a full time
job—but worth it—there would be more Ambroses in the
churches today.

ONE HUNDRED ATTENDED
Medomak Region’s Spring Meeting In Warren;
Mrs. Duncan Wright Speaker
The Spring meeting of Medomak
Region was held in the Congrega
tional Church, Warren, Thursday,
with the Field and Garden Unit of
the Warren Women’s Club acting
as hostesses.
Mrs. Perry Bryne, of the Old
Bristol Garden Club, Damariscotta,
newly elected Regional Chairman,
presided. Several Federation State
Officers were present, and the atxrp At?

BILUY GRAHAM
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• Every type R cylinder ol PYRO
FAX Gas is guaranteed to contain

100 lbs. of gas, by weight. This is
enough to last the average family
three or more months for cooking.
Pyrofax Gas is the superior bot
tled gas service for refrigeration and
water-heating, too. See us today for
the best in gas appliances- fhe best
in bottled gas service

tendance numbered some 100 per
sons, from the club in this re
gion: viz: Belfast, Camden, Rock
land, Thomaston, Damariscotta,
Boothbay, Bath
and Topsham.
Those attending from the local
club were Mrs. Frank Carsley.
Mrs. Ernest Knight, Mrs. David
Beach, Mrs. George Avery and
Mrs. Harold Blodgett.
Notice was given of the several
State Park Days to be observed
this Summer by the Garden Club
Federation members and guests as
follows: The first Sunday of each
month, 2-4 p. m.
June 3, Sebago Lake State Park,
in Naples, Maine.
July 1, Reid State Park, George
town, Maine.
August 5, Mt. Blue State Park.
Weld, Maine.
Sept. 2, Camden State Park.
Camden.
Oct. 7, Bradbury Mountain State
Park, Pownal.
Mrs. Oscar Wickstrom of Dam
ariscotta is the Regional recording
secretary; treasurer to be ap
pointed.
Mrs. Bryne is Federation chair
man of Schools for Flower Show
judging and has in mind starting a
class in the near future. Details
will soon be sent to each Garden
Club president. Anyone, upon pay
ment of a fee, may take the course
if desiring to do so.
The Fall Medomak Regional
meeting will be held in Damari
scotta, with the Old Garden Club
of that town as hostess.
Speaker for the afternoon session
Thursday was Mrs. Duncan Wright
of Lincoln, Me., formerly Garden
Federation
Hospital
Services
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THE BLACK CAT
By the Roving Reporter

Parade At 2.15 P. M. Followed By Exercises
On the Grand Army Lawn—Rev.
C. R. Monteith Orator
Rev. Charles R. Monteith of the mer Camp, Spanish War Veterans.
Congregational Church has been Huntley-Hill Post. Veterans Foreign
chosen by the American Legion to Wars, Sons of Un on Veteran-. Ed
be the Memorial Day speaker.
win Libby Relief Corps and the
The exercises will be held on the Spanish War Auxiliar.es.
Grand Army lot and wil immedi
Second Division: American Le
ately follow the parade scheduled gion Auxiliaries. Sons of the Legion
for 2 15 p. m Wednesday
and Daughters of Veterans
The parade, which w.ll be com
Third Division: Rockport. Ten
prised of three divisions, will form ant's Harbor, Union school bands.
at the Grand Army Hall and will City Manager and City Council,
move out at 2.15 p. m Marshal Rockland Chamber of Commerce
of the parade will be Austin Brewer Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Fire De
with Vice Commander Walter Ab partment.
bott of Huntley-Hill Post Veterans
Should the day be bad. the me
of Foreign Wars, commanding morial services scheduled for the
the Second Divison and Legion lawn of the Grand Army Hall, and
naire Earle Alden commanding the to be held by the Civil War groups,
Third Division
will be held in the auditor um of
The route of the parade will take the Community Building.
It south on Union street to Park
General chairman of the Memo
street and to Main street and rial parade and exercises is Past
north to Schofield-White Park.
Commander Ervin I, Curtis of
At Schofield-White Park, flowers Winsdow-Holbrook-Merritt
Post,
will be strewn on the waters of the American Legion.
The program of the exercises
harbor in memory of those who
served at sqp.
follows:
The parade will then continue
Music, combined school bands
to Ralph Urner Park where the
Prayer.
memorial services of the Spanish
Gen Logan’s Orders.
War veterans will be held
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address,
The return march will be made Raymond Wixson.
over Main street to Limerock street
Necrology of deceased Veterans
and to Union and the memorial the past year
to the veterans of all wars on the 1 Music, combined school bands.
library lawn where services wil be
“Flanders’
Fields,”
Barbara
held.
Boynton
The parade will disband at . Address, Rev. Charles R Mon
Grand Army Hall, where the Me- teith
moria Day exercises will take place
Music, combined school bands.
Marching in the first division
Decoration of Monument by Ed
will be the City Police, the colors, win Libby Rel ef Corps
Marshal Brewer and his aides, I Taps and Volley.
American Legion Drum and Bugle j National
Anthem,
combined
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt' school bands.
National Honor Society award winners Friday were: Front row,.left io right, Betty Griffith, Carrie Corps,
I .n?z:a and Stephanv Lindquist. Middle row. Cora Rowling. Audrey 11-ioper, Virginia Economy. Back row. Post, American Legion; Ralph Ul
Benediction.
Omani Staples, Francis Barton and Jack Stevens.

Principal A. Hamilton Boo'hby Those selected were Francis Bar- Paul Sulides, Russell Tyler and
Rockland High School an- ton' Betty Griffith, Audrey Hoop- Jacqueline Snow.
er, Stephany Lindquist, Cora Row
The announcement as to the
nounced appointments to the Na
ling, Virginia Economy, Jack Ste members of the Class of 1952 who
tional Honor Society in assembly vens, Bernard Staples, and Carrie will gain membership 'this year is
Friday morning. He named nine venezia
expected next week. Faculty mem
who had been chosen by the facMembers of .he Senior Class bers and school officials make the
ulty on the basis of scholarship, who were named las; year to the selections each year which mark
charader, leadership and service national scholastic group wen i those chosen as outstanding stuto their school.
Carol Huntley, Richard Robarts, | dents and leaders.
of

MSiNiCIPAL PIER SEEMS NOW STRONG POSSIBILITY
Bi’i Establishing Rockland Port District Goss
Before Voters At the December Election
A municipal pier to serve the
island boats now seems a very real
possibility in the near future. Ef
forts of the Chamber of Com
merce, city officials and local mem
bers of the Legislature the past
months have resulted ni the pas
sage of two bills which can make
the pier a reality.
One bill provides for the estab
lishment of a Rockland Port Dis
trict with a top borrowing power

chairman, is now connected as the
organizer of a Brancli of the Na..onal Womens’ Farm and Garden
organization. Many articles of
handcraft were shown and pur
chased by the visitors, and orders
taken for future filling. This is a
33-year-old business and the only
full-time shop is at present locat
ed in Boston.
There are over 40.000 co-signers
to the various shops over the
United States. The Boston unit
hold a two-day sale and exhibit in
Horticulure Hall that city and
make .everal hundred dollars per
day. This unit was established in
1&14. in Boston, in an endeavor to
conserve food, by proper agricul
tural methods and marketing: it
was the beginning of what was
known in World War II as the
Womens’ Land Army, and aids
women in rural and urban areas
An article in regard to it appeared
in the magazine: The Farm—
Quarterly. Mrs. Wright will glad
ly supply information to anyone in
terested in this project.
It was learned that Camden
Garden Club is to sponsor a Flow
er show in Yacht Club building,
Thursday. July 19. rain or shine,
from 11 a. m„ to 5 p. m. An ad
mission charge 'will be made. Five
houses are to be open.

if $100,000. The Rockland Per'
District would be empowered to
mrchase, lease or rent land or
.vharves to carry out the business
of a port district. In short, the Disrict would be authorized to take
all steps necessary to insure adejuate frienght and passenger faransportation facilities and dock
ing facilities lat. Rockland for
boats serving the islands of Penohscot Bay.
The bill provides for a board of
five members to be elected in the
city. The first five elected would
draw lots for terms of from one to
five years. The following year, and
years thereafter, one trustee would
be elected for a five year term
The trustees would be author
ized to issue serial bonds which
would be paid on a predetermined
schedule.
Any deficit of the Rockland Port
District would be billed to the City
of Rockland and would become a
part of the tax commitmen: of the
city.

| The bill is to go before the voters
, of the city in a referendum sched! uled for the annual municipal elec! ’ion in December.

While the Roekland Port District
figures of SICO.OOO may seem a load
for the city, a second bill takes
away the sting, perhaps altogether.
Looking ’oward the use of the
old Maine Central pier at the
Southend as the site of the muni
cipal pier, the same persons who
sponsored the Port District, bill al
so made other provisions.
The second bill, actually a re
solve, now passed and an order of
the state, provides for the expen
diture of $50,000 in Rockland for
pier facilities. This resolve ties in
directly with the project intended
in the port district bill.
In the bill, which is entitled
“Resolve, Authorizing the Con
struction of a Road and Terminals
in Rockland, Knox County," the
State Highway Commission is or
dered to move ahead with the
project.
The sum of $50,000 is directed to
be appropriated from the unap
propriated surplus of the general
fund of the state to the Rockland
Port District or City of Rockland,
whichever is to construct and

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, th? Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United
States in 1922 adopted the Buddy Poppy as America's flower of
remembrance and ever since has staged its annual nationwide
sale of the red blossoms and:
WREREAS. the purposes of this campaign to raise funds
are dedicated exclusively to the aid, care and rehabilitation of
the nation's needy and crippled war veterans, their dependents,
and the widows and orphans of America’s deceased heroes of
foreign conflicts and:
WHEREAS, this nationwide movement has been given high
approval and enthusiastic endorsement of every President of the
United States since 1923. therefore
BE IT RESOLVED, that on the 26th day of May. 1951. every
citizen of this community is urged to contribute generously
when purchasing a Buddy Poppy for wearing on Memorial Day
in honor of those who have given so much for our country in
time of war.
CARL M. STILPHEN. Chairman.
Rockland Citv Council.
63’lt

ROTARIANS ENJOYED THE TRIP
Charles T. Smalley Carried Them Ten Thou
sand Miles In Thirty Delightful Minutes
Something charmingly different
in travel talks was presented at
Rotary Friday when Charles T.
Smalley took his hearers on a 30minute tour of much of the coun
try by means of kodachrome views
of unusual beauty and choice of
subject matter.
Starting at Rockland with snow
maintain the road and pier facili
ties.
A second sum of $2,900 is ear
marked for use on Mechanic street
to construct approaches to the
pier. The state’s contribution to
ward the proposed pier, through the
resolve, amounts to $52,909.
Another angle of the proposed
pier facilities is the $1,500 per
year now paid by the city for the
use of the McLoon docks where
the Vinalhaven, North Haven and
Matinicus passenger and frienght
boats now land. Which would no
longer have to be paid. In addi
tion, there is an item of $1.05599
per year which is abated on Mc
Loon property taxes in return for
use of the pier. This figure is based
on the tax rate of the past year
Assuming that a like amount
would be levied on the McLoon
property following construction of
the pier at the Southend, the city
would have slightly in excess of
$2,500 per year with which to meet
the bonded indebtedness of the
Rockland Port District, should
the need arise for the city to meet
a deficit.
The Legislature directed that
the sum of $52,900 should be avail
able for the work described in the
bill until June 30. 1953.
It is understood that the old
railroad pier is available at a very
reasonable figure from the pres
ent owners, General Poods Cor
poration.
Surveys have been made of the
pier by city and Skate officials
and it has been found that much
of the structure is usable in the
construction of a new dock.
In addition to docking facilities
for the island boats, there could
be room for the docking of ves
sels of the fishing fleet as well.

laden trees he proceeded swiftly to
Dover, Del., w’here he viewed
the oldest capitol biulding in use
in the nation. Washington claimed
his attention uith a prize winning
shot of the Lincoln Memorial. Wil
liamsburg, Va., made a fine chance
for pictures with its Rockefeller
Foundation restored buildings and
in Florida he paused briefly at St.
Augustine noting the oldest struc
ture in active use in the country,
the famed gate and renowned Fort
Marion.
The trip to Key West was scenic
with special note of the Route 1
sign—Key West to Fort Kent, Me.
The flowers claimed a high place
due to Mr. Smalley’s love of beauty.
The glass bottomed boats at his
toric Silver Springs stopped him a
moment as did the Bok Tower and
the grave of its donor.
Rare pictures of The Alamo in
San Antonio recalled the grim
story of Davey Crockett and Santa
Anna. Mexico in its poverty and
the famous cathedral in Mexico
City with other religious shrines
drew his attention. Into Texas, the
Roy Bean Saloon of evil repute was
shown but a Rockland attorney
stood beneath its wooden awning,
so all must have been quiet that
day. The famed Capistrano Mis
sion with its mission and gentle
manly pigeons drew a shot as did
the impressive Boulder Dam.
Mr. Smalley caught the amazing
beauty of the Grand Canyon with
the marked skill noted in all his
photography.
He shot the beauties of the
Shenandoah Valley, the noble
copy of the Greek Parthenon aNashville, saw historic Lookout

I may be wrong but I think
that’s a Japanese cherry tree at the
Jim Curran place. 91 Elm street,
Lewiston.
It’s a rosy sight well
worth seeing —Lewiston Journal.
An American Beauty tree, maybe.
Can a catfish meow? According
to the World Book Encyclopedia,
some species of fish do "talk”—or
at least emit sounds. The fish’s
“speech’’ is due to organs which are
comparable to the lungs and the
windpipe of a human being Many
of these same fish also have well
developed hearing organs—a fact
which leads many to think of the
interchange of sounds as fishy love
calls.
Of all people to discuss robins,
the Black Cat 'The Courier-Ga
zette) says tliat he “may look quite
dainty as he pecks away at the
ground but according to Childcraft
Books, he is really a glutton ... he
daily consumes about 18 feet of
earthworm, which totals up to more
than his own weight.” But what
sharp teeth you have. Black Cat. ..
robbins beware;—Lewiston Journal
State Chat.
Robins and worms are on our
taboo list.

A quick answer comes to my in
quiry as to the locomotion of cer
tain birds: “Reader" says: Gulls,
crows, quackles and pigeons walks
sparrows and robins hop.
The Courier-Gazette office was
visited this week by a State Fire
Insurance Inspector, who said: “It
is the cleanest newspaper office I
have seen in the State of Maine,
and the most fire-safe.”
—oW S. Tripp at The Highlands
while working in his garden re
cently found an old coin dated
1803. the figures very clear. It looks
like a large penny Mr. Tripp had
plan’ed in the same garden 45
years.

One year ago; Mrs. Carolyn
Sleeper was elected president of the
Educational Club —The body of Ed
win Stetson of Thomaston was
found in Georges River—Carrie
Carroll of Thomaston died in
Portland, aged 64.
Mountain and other military locales
and ended up with three shots ot
local scenery in this immediate
—area nothing more truly beauti
ful anywhere.”
Upon concluding, Mr. Smalley
was given an ovation by his enthu
siastic fellow Rotarians and many
remained for an informal question
period over the remarkable travellogue. He was aided in handling
the projector by Alwln French of
the Maine Music Co.
John M. Richardson.

Mobil-flaim
IOCONYVACUUM

see vs

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
TEL 1135

MINSTREL
SHOW
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KEAG GRANGE HALL

MAY 28 and 29
8 P. M.
Admission 50c; Children 25c
Benefit Star Masonic Club

TOMORROW
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SOFTBALLERS GET INTO ACTION

FROM MEMORY’S REALM

Independents and Juliano Take the Opening Traveling Hither and Yon Develops Many
Games—Strengthening the Tigers
Interesting Sidelights
(By Bob Mayo)
Rain Thursday prevented a con
tinuation of the Knox-Lincoln
league wars. Oh Monday the teams
ring down the curtain with Rock
land at
Thomaston, Boothbay
Harbor at Camden, and Lincoln
Academy is at Waldoboro.
• • • •
The Rockland Softball league
opened ior business Monday nigh
as the
Independents
soundly
walloped the Merchants 21-9. A
nine run rally in the seventh inn
ing salted the game for the win
ners. Dimick and Ted Andrus homered for the Independents and
Jasper Spear for the Merchant.-.
Score:
Independents
0 1 5 2 1 3 9-21-20-4
Merchants
0 6 1110 1— 9-12-2
Andrus and Duff; Gustin, Lord
and Hartley.
. Tuesday the Juliano Bros, team
made a successful debut with a 10-8
win over the Shipyard. Red Demmons homered in the first inning
for the winners with two on.
Score:
Juliano Bros.

3 1 3 0 2 10 x—10-16-2
Shipyard
2 0 0 4 0 0 2- 8- 9-3
Genevitcz and Hartley Wiggin.
Legage, and Reed.
• • • •
Rockland High's Tigers finally
played the brand of ball that they
are capable of Wednesday and
completely outclassed Vinalhaven
11-2 thus avenging an earlier de
feat. Fred Strout pitched an ex
cellent game, walking only one
man and that came with two out
in the ninth Floyd Johnson threw
out his ninth runner of the season
at the plate, and Bobby Gardner
led the hitters with a double and
two singles.
• • • •
As the starling date of the Twi
light League (June 3) nears there
was little definite indication of the
strength of the teams, with the
exception of the Clippers who will
have virtually the same group as
last year plus George Bosser and
Clyde Hatch. Newell Hodgkins was
lost but word is in that Doc Big
gers is coming for he Summer. As
a matter of fact the champions
had more ball players then they
knew what to do with as 17 wanted
to try out. It would be easy for
Thomaston to have two teams in
the league, with the second one at
least the ma'ch for the likes of
Rockport or St. George.
Manager Chuck Begley said that
things were looking up in Waldo
boro and a number of players had
been signed. The pitching was ex
pected to be taken care of by Ro
land House, Chris Russell, and
Chub Wink; Gump Sprague and
Bill Freeman would divide the
catching chores; infielders would
probably be Vic Bumheimer, Roy
Wink. Wayne Stacey. Willis Hallo
well with Henry lives able to fit in
anywhere in the Inner defenses.
Everett Bagley, Roland Benner
and Ralph Bond were returning
outfielders, plus manager Begley
who can also play a pretty sharp
shortstop.
Rockland should look much betiter when Dick French and Bun
Thompson join the club plus any
of the other pros who may take it
in their head to play after all. It
is not likely that they will be as
soft a touch as some people seem
to think. Rockport would depend on
players home from college such as
John Caminiti and Don Kelsey,
plus Ronnie Banks at second.
Their line-up was unknown at this
time No word had as yet come as
to St. George's strength, while in

House-Sherman,
Inc.
Md CROSLEY present the

NEW SHELVADORS* for ’51!

Witt “Carefree"
tatautic Defrosting!
Thant aottnaf to* Mu it—a*

*n

(By Frank A. Winslow)
Tigers were going
paces with manager
About time I reviewed some of laurel for the first time. It grows
youth with age in
very sparsely after you cross the
find the right com the week-end travels which I was
Maine border, and I was surprised
happy to be experiencing back in
to learn that there was consider
the Thirties.
able of it on the St. George SumFirst just a word about my vis- mer eitate owned by the late xj.
Would you mention please that it, in company with Edward Gonia, fred C. Hocking. Each season bcuthe St. George Torpedoes will play to the native home of ex-Presi- quets of it graced the tables of
the Readfield Merchants Sunday, Calvin Coolidge in Plymouth,, Ver- "Craignair at Clark Island,
the 27th and Friendship, the 30th, mont. We went first to the Coolidge At the end of the Mohaw-k Trail
both games being played at St. homestead where Calvin took the traveling westward is the city of
George. Game time 2 p m. Mon oath of office as President of the North Adams, where the Rockland
day. May 28. St. George High, un United States.
& Rockport Lime Company endefeated in the past four years and
The sports-making event oc- gaged in the manufacture of lime
champions of the little Knox and
curred late at night, not under some years ago.
Lincoln League, will meet Union
glaring metropolitan lights, but
We paid a visit o the home ol
High in the f r.al game of its sea
the faint rays of lantern while Rev. Pliny A. Allen, former pastor
son at St. George.
the new Piesident affixed his sig- of the Rockland
Universalist
nature to a document which made church, and enjoyed an hours talkhim No. 1 citizen of a great Re- fest, with Rockland of course the
Leroy Stickney of Camden paid public. Coolidgewas re-elected' subject. It
was the last time I ever
a fine of $10 in court Thursday on when he had filled the unexpired saw the popular preacher, who died
charges of failing to come to a halt term, but in spite of the nation- a few years ago.
at the stop sign at the junction of wide and overwhelming demand
The white Mountains always
the Owls Head and South Thomas that he serve a second full term
a compelling influence and 1
ton roads at the head of the bay in he anewered with the cryptic bave visited the several notches
Owls Head. The charges arose words: "I do not choose to run.
i
a dozen or more occasions.
Alton Hall Blacklngton came to, My
g
from an accident in which a car
operated by Clayton Dennison of know the President intimately, and 1 vided between
Franconia and
South Thomaston was involved learned to imitate his nasal voice i Crawford Notches,
the former
so accurately that a listener could . mad£ famous by the „ow Man Qf
Wednesday night.
Mountainsof ..Oreat
Tony Collins of 53 Gay street, readily imagine that it w« Presi- of
Nathanie] Haw.
Rockland, was fined $10 Friday dent Cool'dge who was doing the s.one pace„
morning for failing to obey the stop talking.
thorne termed it. One sees this
Ed Gonia and I stood at the phenomenon from a limited angle,
sign at the junction of Broadway
modest desk where Calvin Coolidge and when you move from it you
and Gay street.
took tt.e oath of office, and the see—not the stern features mir
room looked as it did then except rored in granite, but a series of
that it had become commercialized, ledges such as every mountain posar.d the mecca of souvenir hunters. I* an(J wRhout th<? £llghtest
We went across the way to the re6emblance t0 buman features.
( LOOKING FOR GI 81LL^S|
little church where the President
had worshipped in his younger
Webster and 1 rode to the
JO9TOAINING OPENINGS?
days, and sat in the flag-draped 'summit o£ Mt’ Washington one fine
DEFENSE INDUSTRIES MAY
pew which he had so often occu- Summer day’ ^^ng nature at
NAVE JUST TNE OPENING
pje<J
j its best until we reached the ha’.fYOU WANT, APPROVED FOR
‘ outside there were other inter- way hou-se wh€n ^boding clouds
GI TRAIN ING-,.. SO TRY A
and we formed the had effaced the azure sky' We
DEFENSE INDUSTRY FIRST ested tourists of a Philadelphia! P^ed the tree limit, noting at
acquaintance
man who took our picture standing ucces‘i'e intenal-s :ilC ('asks of
in front of the Coolidge home water by the roadside placed
Later he sent us several pictures, there for the benefit of tourists
and I kept one of them for a long whose cars might have become ov
er thirsty.
time as a souvenir fo a memorable
There were moments when it
visit.
In the course of our New Eng- (hdnT seem as if we would be able
land travels, which were quite ex-; 10 ne80tiate the summit, but tljc
tensive in all six of the states, we ! highway took many stranger quirk
rode over the Mohawk Trail, and! and turns. an<l presently we peered
it was then that I saw mountain through dense fog to behold tne
tracks of the cog-railing.
Rain was falling and we lost no
time in paying the necessary ad
mission price to enter the shelter,
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
of the Mt. Washington clubhouse
where presently we consulted a
[EDITORIAL!
menu and which promised among
EVERY MAN H&S HANDICAPS
other foods a strange (to me) com
bination of baked beans and po
W. G. Clugston of Kansas is out with a new book in
tatoes.
which he declares that Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower is “all
We had been eating but a short
but a flawless natural" as a presidential prospect, but says
time when somebody exclaimed:
he has many handicaps to overcome. One is his "brass hat”
"Why, it’s snowing!" And sure
training, another is his accomplishments as a poker player,
enough the fog and drizzle had de
and another is where he stands politically.
veloped into a baby blizzard. And
Clugston says it may be that “Eisenhower, with all his
please note that the date was
handicaps, and all his lack of training for getting jobs done
June 30.
through democratic processes,” is the best presidential candi
The descent of Mt. Washington
date available. But he lists others for the voters to mull
was quite hazardous, because the
over, including:
road was covered with an accum
Associates Justices William O. Douglas and Hugo Black
ulation of snow and rain which
of the Supreme Court, both democrats; Senators Morse
made it positively gTeasy.
(R-Ore.); Duff tR-Pa.); Tobey (R-NH); Taft (R-Ohio); Gov.
But back at the Halfway House
Warren (R-Calif.); Robert M. Hutchins, retiring president
Summer was back on the job and
of Chicago University: Harold Ickes, former secretary of the
we were flooded with sunlight as
Interior under Roosevelt and Truman, and former Vice
we passed through the foothills.
President Henry A. Wallace.
We saw the famous Cannon
Mountain tramway and envied the
AN ASTOUNDING TOTAL
passengers who were being carried
high over the ravine to the oppo
The public seems to have been kept in the dark as to
the actual number of U. S. casualties in the Korean war.
site summit. I suppose it is all
perfectly safe and practical, but I
Supposedly the number was 69,276 battle casualties, includ
shuddered as I thought of what
ing 10.680 dead, but Gen. Bradley let the cat out of the bag
might happen if the car became
Thursday when he said there had been 72,679 non-battle
stranded midway between the two
casualties boosting the total of U. S. casualties to 141,955.
mountains. Let us pray that it
The “non-battle" are just as much a part of the war's tale,
never happens.
as though they had fallen as the result of enemy fire. If
Crawford Notch enjoys perhaps
they had not been ordered to Korea they would have exper
the greater scenic splendor, clim
ienced no such plight. It is very doubtful if the public here
axed by a short stay at the Willey
at home is fully aware of what is taking place on the Korean
Farm where the slide of many
pennisula.
years ago enveloped a farmhouse
and its occupants. Here, the hand
SET FOR APTITUDE TEST
of commercialism has fallen, for
On Saturday college students will have their first experi
there is a restaurant and gift
ence with the Selective Service aptitude tests which may or
shop.
may not defer them from the draft. So far nobody—least
Best of all times to visit the
of all the people in charge of the program—seems quite sure
White
Mountains is Autumn when
what these tests are supposed to do. At one point it looked as
chiliu g frosts have turned the foif all college students a ho maintained a C average would be
lage into golden splendor. I went
automatically deferred, in consequence of which many boys
neglected to sign up for the aptitude tests. Then along came
there two or three years ago with
a Selective Service official to say that all eligibles would be
Ralph Conant and his son Roger,
required to take the test. Meanwhile, it remains in doubt
and came home with the intention
just what value the local draft boards are supposed to put
of
describing the wonders I had
upon the results of the examination. All in all, the precise
beheld.
import of the entire program is, to put it mildly, vague.
Still, to a college boy, a test is a test, and something to
As well try to gild the lily.
be passed, if possibly So some 750.000 of them throughout
(To be continued)
the country are preparing to take the three-hour test. Some
of the boys seem worried about it, too. The head of the
Read The Courier-Gazette
Educational Testing Service, which has been hired by Selec
tive Service to administer the examination, reports that
books have been published purprting to help a student bone
up for the big day. and that sales have been brisk. Actually,
h* says, such books are useless, for this is one kind of a test
you can’t bum the midnight oil for. Selective Service has al
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
ready issued sample questions, and these should be enough to
make anyoody aware of the nature of the exam.
Nevertheless, it seems likely that some of the students
will go right on trying to prepare themselves: and we imagine
that once it is over the boys will be busy comparing answers
in the ancient manner of exam-takers. For the impression
persists among the students that this test, in some way, de
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
termines whether or not they go into the Army. We don’t
tl-ll BANKIN gf.
know, frankly, whether or not this is so. Maybe Selective
Service will make it all clear before the exam. But anyhow,
BOOKLAWD
v.e wish everybody luck.
i-s-tf
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through their
Watts mixing
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St. George Baseball

In Municipal Court

says

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WE WILL BUY

feZta W

CR°sltL

House-Sherman, Inc.
MS MAIN STm ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 721
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MILLER’S
GARAGE

—Herald Tribune.

Jaycees Head for Pittsfield Convention

rockport
MRS. WILLA STEVENS
Correspondent

Tel. Camden 2623
Mrs. Carrie Wood has returned
to her home in Northport, alter
spending the Winter with Mrs.
Emma Torrey
Mrs Anna Marion of Westbrook
has been house guest of Mrs. Ellen
Cope, Union street, the past two
weeks. Mrs. Marion will return
home tomorrow.
M ss Ruby Thorndike has been
visiting friends in Portland and
Boston this past week.
Mrs. Annie Clark is at her home
on Beech Hill, after spending some
time at Mae Murray Nursing
Home. Visiting with Mrs. Clark
are Mr. and Mrs. John Shyne
Mr and Mrs. R chard Sims have
purchased the Newton Graffam
house on Limerock street, where
they have been living foi some
time.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Dietz have
returned to their home on Me
chanic street after a short honey
moon.
Rev. Bertram Wentworth, for
Don Calderwood, dory and campaign signs, all atop a beach wagon as he will parade and campaign for
mer pastor of the Methodist
Church, was in town calling on office at the Pittsfield convention of the state Jaycee organization Saturday afternoon.
friends recently. With him were
The first contingent of the Junior mounted atop Ed Gordon’s beach second float which will have a mohis daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Shaw,
Chamber of Commerce delegation wagon. Once the craft was proper del of the seafood plate to be served
and grandson, Mark.
Mr. and
ly draped with signal flags and a at the Maine Lobster & Seafoods
Mrs. Wentworth are now residing left Friday noon for Pittsfield and lobster trap or two, Calderwood was Festival on top of Ralph Cowan's
their State convention. To say that seated in the rig.
in Norway, Maine.
His outfit of , Crosley sedan. Following that in
Mrs Alice Simonton, Mrs. Ora they are prepared to wage a vigor sou'wester and oilskins will doubt-■ the parade will be John Hartson’s
Bums, Mrs. Nellie Laughton, and ous campaign to place Don Calder less attract much attention in the i Nash sport roadster with one of
Mrs. Beatrice Rider returned home wood in the post of State vice presi inland town. Just to let one and all ( the 1950 Maine Sea Goddess candiWednesday after attending Grand
know that he was from a seagoing, dates. Margaret Fletcher riding it
dent is putting it mildly.
Chapter of the Order of Eastern
city, he carried several lobster trap I and passing out Festival folders to
A float which will certainly at
Star in Portland.
buoys and an ample supply of shav- 1 one and all.
The Knox County Fish and tract attention was fashioned at the ines which he was to toss into the : The local Jaycees certainly pro
Game Association met at Tamarack last minute. An ancient dory, com street with his bailing scoop in- mise to have the outstanding show
Lodge Thursday night for a ban plete with bailing scoop and a stead of water.
in the parade though Pittsfield’s
quet, followed by a business meet homemade oar was obtained and
Leaving Saturday morning is a street Saturday afternoon.
ing and movies.
Helen Randall and Harold Byard
tar, organ, violin music and songs.
Fall and Winter
of Portland were Sunday callers of
Those on the committee were After our expenses were paid I
Mrs. Emma Torrey and Mrs. Cacilda Caln.
Recent Meetings In Rockland Leroy Black '27, Lucille Nason '38, think wTe cleared about $1.50 each
Cousins '29 and Lizette We felt we were some girls; there
In town Thursday to attend the
Inspires Recollections By James
Emerj’ ’03. In our school days was nothing like being well known.
funeral of Leander Welt, were Mrs
Mrs. Andrews
Another time a Kent’s Hill girl
Lizette and I were very friendly
Edith Havener and Mrs. Elva
Sunday an informal gathering of and dur.ng vacatons spent a good was visiting me. Lizette invited us
Benner, Friendship, Mrs. Emma
Potter, Dorchester, Mass; Mrs. Kent’s Hill alumni and friends was deal of time at each other's homes down to her home and had a re
Marion Nadeau and Osborne Welt held in Farnsworth Art Museum. in Rockport and South Thomaston. ception for us in Luce's hall. It
Once we put out porters over a was a wonderful time! I th’nk she
of Waldoboro.
The Headmaster William Dunn was foot long which advertised us as must have invited every one in
Mrs. Arlene Wood. Mrs. Kay
present to greet the alumni and he girls frem the Maine Welleyan South Thomaston, as I remember
Stone, Scout leaders, and Mrs. Ma
showed
the school’s library of Seminarj- and Conservatory of the crowd that was there.
rion Cash, Troop committee mem
The Museum Director. Wendell
Kodachrome
slides which to my Music. We got another girl from
ber, attended the Girl Scout Court
of Awards at the Community Build mind were very beautiful, showing Kent’s Hill and gave a concert in Hadlock who was a ’university of
Kent’s Hill as it looks in Spring, the Lincolnville Church on the Maine man invited the Alumni of
ing, Rockland, Thursday night.
number one route. Our program Kent’s Hill to feel free to use the
Tuesday night, Mrs. Alden Dow,
consisted of banjo, mandolin, gui
Continued on Page Three
at
9.45
for
a
union
service.
Miss Joan Norwood, Miss Lorraine
Church
School
for
all
ages,
w
II
Dow, and Harland Robinson were
in South Hope to attend the 25th meet at the Baptist Church at 11
wedding anniversary of Mr and o’clock this week rather than the
Mrs. Harry Pushaw. Enterta n- u ual time. The Youth Group will
ment was furnished by Lorraine at meet at 6 p. m, followed by the
the piano, Joan with her accordion Evangelistic Service at 7 with with
and Harland with his songs. Joan Mr. Small's topic being "A Royal
and Lorraine played for the dance Invitation." Prayer meeting and
NATIONWIDE CASH CREDIT!
B bie Study will be Thursday night
which followed.
Anyone can apply for an ex
i
at
7
o'clock.
clusive Nationwide Cash-Credit
The Girl Scouts held their regu
Now three ways to get cash from
Account. Establishes your credit at
Youth Fellowship group will meet
lar meeting Wednesday night at
over 600 affiliated offices coast to
Pe i sonat ■ Phone—for 1-visit loan.
coast and in Canada. You needn’t
Write or phone—for loan by mail.
which time plans were made to at the Camden Methodist Church
have nor get a loan to open your
Come in—get cash in person.
Sunday
at
1
p.
m
and
climb
the
account. Pay oniy if you use your
meet at Mrs. Marion Cash’s Satur
Card to get a loan. Invaluable
“Yes” to 4 out of 5! Phone, write,
mountain.
at home or away from home.
day at 10.30 a- m. to practice
see
, today.
The Youth Fellowship supper
marching for the Memorial Day
Loans $25 to $300 on Signature, Furniture or Car
parade. Each girl is to bring her Wednesday night to raise money
FINANCE C O |
THt COMPANy/J THAT IIKIS TO SAY Yf$lunch and drink, which will un- j for the group attending camp this
Summer,
was
a
big
success.
After
FINANCE CO.
doifbtedly be relished after a
strenuous morning of exercise. i expenses were paid, there was
2nd FL., (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Phone: 1133
•
Phillip Campbell, YES MANager
After lunch the girls will work on $37.50 left toward the fund.
Flower committee at the MethoOPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
badges. Tuesday night right after
Interest Charges: 3% per mo. on bal. up to $150; 2y2% per mo.
school the girls w.ll meet again, dst Church this week is Miss Rcba
on any remainder of such balances up to $300.
Willey,
Mrs.
Susie
Auspland,
and
this time at the Baptist vestry, for
loans made to residents of all surrounding towns •
Small Loan Statute License No. 35
MrsBarbara
Woodward.
a class in first aid with their in
structor, Mrs. Cary Bok.
Mrs. Rose Blackington reports
that Gladys was up Saturday for
the first time. All are certainly
surprised and happy to hear such
good news. Gladys’ address is now
M ss Gladys Blackington, White 7,
Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, Mass.
The Wesleyan Guild met at the
Boat Club Thursday night with
Miss Marion Upham. Mrs. Blanche
Wentworth and Mrs. Willa Stevens,
hostesses The next meeting will
be Wednesday, June 6, with Mrs.
Alice Welt, Mrs. Barbara Wood
ward. and Miss Reba Willey acting
as hostesses.
Harbor L ght Chapter. O.ES. will
hold Guest Officers' Night, Tues
day, June 5.

Recalls Kents Hill

Men, Women, Married, Single!

PRICES
DOWN!

Church News

This week the Methodist and
Baptist congregation will meet to
gether in the newly-decorated au
ditorium of the Methodist Church

ARTESIAN WELLS
DRILLED AND GUARANTEED

We Have Been Drilling Since 1912

LEWIS HERBERT & SON
ISLESBORO
55-tf

TEL. 74-3,

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cars
Dodge- Plymouth-Chrysler

DeSoto

SALE
A Clean Home Makes a Happy Home
Wallpaper helps make a Clean, Restful Home.
To Help You in Our World of High Prices,
1c
We Offer You This Unheard of Sale—
Buy One Roll Regular Price, Second for

SEA COAST PAINT COMPANY

Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

1-tf

TELEPHONE 801-W
440 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND. MAINE
62-63

*

TALK OF THE TOWN

May 26—At Warren, meeting of
District 15, Rebekah Lodges, with
Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
July ♦—Fourth of July Celebration,
Thomaston.
Aug 3. 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea.
'oods Festival
Baseball
Sunday at
when the
tackle the

will hold the spot light
2.30 at Community Park
Rockland Rockets will
Coast Guard team.

The final meeting of the McLain
P.T.A. for the season will be held
Monday night at 7.30 in the Mc
Lain Building. The reports of the
committee chairwomen will be pre
sented. Election and installation of
officers will be held with Mrs. Carl
Griffith installing officer. Refresh
ments will be served by the execu
tive board members.

A Children's Circus party was
held Wednesday night in the vestry
of the Congregational Church, with
150 children enjoying the supper.
Clown place cards were used and in
the center of each table was a cake
decorated to look like a merry-goround. Each guest was also pre
sented a balloon. Games were
played and Jo-Jo, the clown, pass
ing out lolly- pops to all. was the
big hit of the evening. Mrs. Rich
ard French and Mrs. Walter Gay
were co-chairmen of the affair. The
committee included: Mrs. William
Butler, Mrs. Arthur Schofield, Miss
Madeline Philbrick. Mrs. Richard
Barnard. Mrs. Frederick Newcomb,
Mrs. Gerald Beverage, Mrs. George
Hall. Mrs. Stafford Congdon, Mrs.
Frederick Palmer, Mrs. Leroy Ben
ner, Mrs. Minerva Fifleld, Mrs.
Alois Kunesh, Mrs. Robert Ander
son, Mrs. Donald Crudell, Mrs.
Dewey Call, Mrs. Harold Halligan,
Mrs. Foster Farrell. Mrs. Austin
Billings, Mrs. Richard Hanson, Mrs.
Lawrence Plummer, Mrs. Warren
Hill. Mrs. David Knowlton, Miss
Patricia Weir, Mrs. Weston Gamage, Jr., Mrs. Donald Brown, Mrs.
Emilo Harv and Mrs. Walter
Morse. The supper was held as an
effort to revive the annual chil
dren's circle suppers which were
held in May but of late have been
omitted.

WITH THE
THEATRES
STRAND THEATRE
Today last time: "Rawhide."
Starts Sunday: 'Tokyo File
212.”

KNOX THEATRE:
Today last time: "The Paint
ed Hills.”
Starts Sunday:
Fighting Coast Guard.”
WALDO THEATRE:
Today last time: "Prairie
Roundup" plus "Footlight Va
rieties.” Starts Sunday: "The
Painted Hills."

CAMDEN THEATRE:
Today last time: "Gasoline
Alley,” plus "Missourians.”
Starts Sunday: "The Outlaw.”
For Time of Shows

See Ads Id This Paper

»

Capt. Curtis H. Patterson, USAF,
and T. Sgt James O'Brien, USAF,
will be at the Rockland Municipal
Airport Monday, May 28, at 7.30.
All interested are cordially invited
to attend.
Refreshments will be
served.
Rockport artist Frank Hamabe
and Mrs. Hamabe go next week to
Bluehill where they will be em
ployed at the Rowantree Pavilion.
Mr. Hamabe will teach in the art
school at the pavilion in a pro
gram expected to continue until
the last of September.

A representative of the Social
Security Adm nistration field office
in Augusta will be at the Rock
land Post Office Building, Internal
revenue Room, each Monday, from
12.30 to 2 p. m. His next visit will
be May 28. Residents of Rockland
or near-by towns who wish to make
application for Old-Age and Sur
vivors’ Insurance, obtain Social
Security cards, or get information
are invited to call upon this rep
resentative.

BORN
Rockland, May 21, to
Mr. and Mrs. George O. Tripp. Jr.,
a son—Gilbert Stone.
Bird—At Toledo, Ohio, April 19.
to Mr .and Mrs Richard Bird
(formerly of Rockland), a son—
Gregory.
Soffayer—At Camden Community
Hospital, Mav 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Soffayer of Rockiand, a
Alcoholics Anonymous. Men’s son. ’correction).
Groups Women’s Groups Box 711,
MARRIED
Rockland.
S-tf
Waters-Austin — At Rockland,
See the latest styles in Furs and May 20, Homer Waters and Mrs.
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top Grace Austin, both of Warren.—by
quality, at Lucien K Green & Son. Rev J. Charles MacDonald.
1-tf
DIED
Rice—At Schenectady, N. Y, May
23, Alioe W. R.ce, widow of Richard
K. Rice, formerly of Rockland,
FOR MEMORIAL DAY
age 92.
Hupper—At Boston. Mass., Maj’
23, Libbj- F Hupper of St. George,
age 53 years. Funeral Saturday at
2 o’clock at Ridge Church, Mar
tinsville. Interment in South Par
ish cemetery
Shannon—At Auburn, May 25,
Mrs. Joseph Shannon of Auburn.
3 ELM ST,
THOMASTON Funeral services were held Friday
May 25.
TEL. 37
Louraine—At Eangor, May 23,
62-63
Myra E. Louraine, age 79 years.
Funeral services Sunday at 2
o’clock from Burpee Funeral Home,
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald officiat
ing. Interment in Achom Ceme
tery.
Tripp—At

MIXED TULIPS
$1.00 per dozen
F. L. BROWN

*•4

Mai*

III
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Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

,11°

we have won tn the com
munity causes families we
have never served to have
complete confidence in us.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
17-tl

GAME PARTY

I VERY

FRIDAY
P. M.

At TM

TOWER ROOM
community building
Aaaplcea Knights of Colnmbaa
1-tf

Recall Kents Hill

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
K HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Dr. Russell Of University of
Maine Is To Be the Com
mencement Speaker

A LETTER FROM HOME
The

thing

that

helps

the most that costs so

little hut means so much

to that lonely bo; Is a

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

1-tf

The family memorial will represent
you even though you may not be
with the family when they select it.
Isn't it good business and good
sense to choose the family memorial
while you can help with this most
important decision?
Why not plan to inspect our selec
tion of Guardian Memorials soon.
Quarried from deep Barre, Vermont,
Granite, designed by America's
foremost artists and created by mas
ter craftsmen, Guardian Memorials
are your finest assurance that a fam
ily's love will be represented in en
during beauty.

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service
i-tf

Jane C Perry of 47 Masonic
street, Rockland, who will receive
her Bachelor of Arts degree in So
ciology from Colby College in
graduation exercises June 11. The
laughter of Mr and Airs. Raymond
C. Perry: graduated from Rockland
High School in 1947. At Colby she
has been active in Chi Omega Sororitj- and Glee Club .and is dormi
tory house cha rman.

GRAND CHAPTER SESSION

Knox County Area Well Represented In Port
land—Lewiston Next Year

HAS ACQUIRED LAND RIGHTS

Paving the Way To Hydro-Electric Develop
ment On the Upper Kennebec

.. :... ftiiiE:; el/

n chooung a family monoment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, out
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each ia
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your Oeserndanta.

ROUTE 17

I

r "vc '

NORTH OF
ROUTE

90

— serves you
for cooking,
water heating,
refrigeration,
space heating

It's efficient
... safe ... clean
... economical

Two small lake-down bunga
low type houses for sale. 11x16

Shingled with Red

and 8x12.

Cedar Shingles, best grade. Good

condition. Seen by appointment.
TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 85.

This is the bottled gas
system that is ideal tor
use in summer cot
tages. Each
cylinder
contains 20 lbs. oi Util
ity Gas, enough for
many hours of cooking.
When cylinders are
empty simply return for
replacement.

WEST
ROCKPORT

FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

MAINE

OPENING FOR THE SEASON

PHONE
CAMDEN
8013

Monday, May 28

Come in for demonstration

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TEL. 51,

ROCKLAND, ME.
63-S-72

PHILCO

DINNER SERVED FROM 12 TO 8 P. M.

>

The erratic situation in the meat market has left us without
a dependable regular source of supply of the choice cuts re
quired for King’s Delight, etc We will not compromise on
quality.

3-S-tf
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"for better living"

Route 97, South Warren — 220 at Waldoboro

Knox-Llncoln-Waldo Counties

of

In Town, Country
or Camp . ..

Real Bargain

TEL. 98

WARREN,

Jenny Anderson of South Thomas
ton: Mrs. Ethel Cain, Mrs. Kather
ine McFarland and Mrs. Shirley
Hall of Camden. Mrs. Frances
Dough’y and Mrs. Christine Bar
ker of Union.
Mrs. Dorothy Rackliff. Mrs. Hel
en Thomas, Mrs. Margaret Cant,
and Mrs .Enid Monaghan of Ten
ant’s Harbor: Mrs. Beatrice Rider,
Mrs. Nellie Lawton, Mrs. Orra
Burns and Mrs Alice Simonton of
Rockport
Mrs. Louise Eugley,
Mrs Dorothj- Wood, Mrs. Ruth
Basfcrd and Mrs. Laura Monroe
of Lincolnville;
Mrs. Eevelyn
George Mrs. Helen Hallowell, Miss
Helen Studley. Mrs. Faye Stetson,
and Mrs. Josephine Stone of
Thomaston. Mrs. Athleen Pease,
Mrs. Virginia Knight.
Miss Katherine A. Veazie, Mrs.
Gertrude Boodv,
Mrs. Georgie
Rackliff. Mrs. Clara Watte, Mrs.
Helen Bean, Mrs. Golden Munro,
Mrs. Frances Morse, Mrs. Bertha
Borgerson, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Cates, Mrs. Nellie Dow. Mrs. B-lle
Frost. Mrs. Alta Dimick and Mrs.
Dorothj- Radcliffe Mrs. Marjorie
Cummings, Mrs. Elsa Moodj- and
Mrs. Vivian Hewett who are mem
bers of Golden Rod Chapter but
residents of Portland vicinity were
also present. Manj- other members
of the local chapters were present
for the installation ceremonies
Wednesdaj- afternoon.

THE LOBSTER POT

Chester Brooks

5

opening of the Grand Chapter was
held with
manj- distinguished
guests from the grand jurisdictions
of the other New England states
and Nova Scotia being presen-.
The honor guest of the evening was
Judge Frankland W .L. Miles of
Massachusetts. Most Worthy Grand
Patron of the General Grand
Chapter.
Tuesday morning the formal op
ening of the session was held with
a report teing given by Miss Gladys
Stetson of Bangor, Worthy Grand
Matron. The annual election of
officers was held in the afternoon
with Mrs. Madolin B. Stevens of
Hermon and Theodore A. Collins
of Searsport being elected to the
offices of Worthj- Grand Matron
and Patron. A memorial service
was held during the afternoon and
the report of the Worthy Grand
Patron, Thomas O Peasley given
as well as many other reports. The
Past Grand Officers exemplified
the degrees at the evening meet
ing.
Wednesday mornings session was
also devoted to business during
which it- was voted to hold the 1952
meetings in Lewiston, the sessions
being held in the Kora Temple.
The Grand Representatives were
presented at this session, among
them being Mrs. Enid Monaghan of
Tenant’s Harbor- and Mrs. Faye
Stetson of Thomaston. The install
ation of officers was held in the
afternoon wi h Mrs. Dorothj- K
Shorej- of Pittsfiled and Horace A.
Pratt of Orono as the installing
officers assisted bj- Mrs. Grace
Webber of Pittsfield as Grand Mar
shal and Mrs. Minna Merrill of
Bangor as Grand Chaplain.
Those attending from this vicin
ity included Mrs. Curtis Webster
and Mrs. Leon Arey of Vinalhaven,
Mrs. Mildred Harjula and Mrs.

Almond Eugene Jellison of 7
Georges street. Thomaston who
will receive his degree as Bachelor
of Arts at Colby College gradua
tion exercises June 11. Son of Mrs
Milton L. Hennigar. Graduated
from Coburn Classical Institute in
1947 At Coibj- he has been active
in "Powder and Wig” the college
dramatics group

' .

2!i MILES

rzzzr.

1
SYLVANIA TI BES

ot Aqm h

With great reluctance and with apologies to our many
friends, we have decided to postpone opening of Robin's Hill
Lodge indefinitely, until or unless the situation improves.

‘‘Cemetery Memorials
Since 1883”

We shall be glad to serve private parties from 15 to 35 by
appointment.

Manufacturing Plant,
East Union

Our sincere thanks to the many friends who have support
ed our enterprise so loyally in the past.

Office and Showroom,
Thomaston
TEL. THOMASTON 175
42-S-tf

Hawkes.

Guest speaker at the exercises
will be Dr. Garland Russell of the
faculty of the University of Maine.
The graduation ball will follow
The members of Chapin Class of
< the exercises with dancing to the
the Universalist Church met Tues
music of Carlsen's orchestra
DON’T NEGLECT HIM AT "MAIL CALL”
day with Miss Edna Payson. Sew
Baccalaureate services will be
ing was done for Knox Hospital.
held Sunday. June 10. at 11 a m,
Over 275 articles have been made
at the Union Church and will be
during the past season. The an
This column will be printed each Saturday in the interests
conducted bj’ the Rev. Stackhouse
nual meeting will be held June 5.
of the men in the service. The addresses of service men and
All members of the class of four
Time and place will be announced.
items concerning them will be most welcome and tbe theme is
boys have been assigned class parts.
the words above—"The thing that helps the most and means
Charles B Doughty will deliver the
Chickawaukie
Council
meets
so much to that lonely boy is a letter from home.”
valedictory address and Leverett A.
Monday night at 8. May 28, at
Robinson, the salutatory.
Class
G.A.R. Hall.
gifts will be presented by Victor H
Pvt. George O. Morton, son of Pfc. Charles Robertson returned
Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. George Morton, 119 Mondaj- to Camp Stewart. Ga., af Gustavson and the class will read
Dominic Cuccinello are spending Limerock street, Rockland, is home ter spending a week with his fam by Richard H. Nelson.
Gary M. Oakes of the Junior
the week-end at Poland Spring from Camp Sam Houston, Texas, ily in Thomaston.
class will serve as the class marshal.
House. Poland, where they are at ' on a 10 day furlough. Later this
• • • •
tending the convention of the month he will join the European Pfc. William R. Wood, son of
Maine Diocesan Council of Catho Replacement Shipment as a medi Mr. and Mrs. George Wood of
lic Women. Mrs. Coughlin is a cal laboratory technician.
Rockland, has been transferred to
member of the board of directors.
• • • •
Kelly Air Force Base, Tex.
• • • •
Mrs. Cuccinello is a delegate from
Pfc. Robert Bettencourt has been
the Daughters of St. Bernard.
st the home of his mother, Mrs. Addresses: Pvt. Myron E. Preston.
Willard Hart, on furlough from the 51C38868 COD 7th Cav. Reg. APO
Kendrick Dorman has completed Air Force, while being transferred 201 % Postmaster, San Francisco
Calif.
two years of study at the New from Texas to Limestone. Me.
• • • •
England School of Theology, Bos
• • • •
Pvt. Ronald E Preston, RA1122ton, and is at his home on Warren
Pfc. William Bragg, Jr., was at
0358. 5th Co. prov. BN. 278. INF.
The 59th annual session of the
street, for the Summer.
the home of his parents, Mr. and
RCT. Ft. Devens. Mass.
Mrs. William Eragg, Sr., with his
Grand Chapter of Maine, Order of
• • • •
IN MEMORIAM
! wife Lois, while on furlough from Jesse Johnson., who is stationed the Eastern Star, was held in
In loving memory of Gertrude I his National Guard Unit at Camp
at Fort Devens.. Mass, spent the
E. Osier, who passed awaj- May 26.
Portland the first three days of
Stewart, Ga. He returned to camp week-end with his parents, Mr. and
1945.
this week with manj- local mem
Sunday.
Mrs. Ralph Johnson of Waldoboro.
Alwaj-s in our thoughts
bers in attendance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
No matter where we go,
Designated as the Queen Esther
Cpl. Cedric Long. 21206733. who
Pfc. J. Merrill Fiske of For
Always in our hearts.
Because we loved and miss you so. Bragg. N. C, is passing a delayed has been stationed at Camp Ste session, the decorations were of
Mother, Son, Brothers and Sister. enroute furlough with his parents, wart. Ga.. is now attending the green and white with a backdrop
63-lt Mr. and Mrs. Louis Fiske, in War Bailej- School of Diesel Engineering of green in the center of which
ren. He will report next week for Kansas City, Mo. Cpl. Long is the was a sparkling crown and scepter
( ARD OF THANKS
1 wish to thank Father Goud duty on a three month’s assign son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Long of snd the word Esther Sessions at
reau, relatives, neighbors and ment to West Point, where he will Owl s Head and the grandson of the tendants wore star shaped crowns
friends for cards, letters, flowers, instruct in demolition, bridge build late Mr. and Mrs. T B Wyllie of of green and white beads and cor
plants, fru t and other gifts. I ing, and water purification.
sages of green tulle and vallejThomaston.
also wish to thank Dr. George
lilies. Mrs. Virginia Knight, junior
Maltby, Dr. James Kent, Mr. Mil
past matron of Golden Rod Chap
ler and the nurses, while I was a
patient at Knox Hospital and the
ter of Rockland and Mrs. Laura
Maine General Hospital, Portland.
Munro, junior past matron of
63*11
Mrs. John B. Moulaison
Beach Chapter, of Lincolnville,
served as ushers.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our many
The 22d annual meeting of the
friends for their countless acts of
Maine OES Secretaries Association
kindness to us at the time we lost
was held Monday morning at the
our infant baby. We wish to espe
Falmouth Hotel followed by a
cially thank Carl Stilphen of the
luncheon at which 136 members
Russell Funeral Home, who was so
Central Maine Power Company Moosehead Lake storage system were present. Local secretaries at
kind and went over and above the
line of dutj- in helping us.
moved a step nearer its long which contains about 35 billion tending were Mrs. Ruth Basford
63*lt Mr. and Mrs. James York.
planned hydro-electric development cubic feet of water. From the out of Lincolnville, Mrs. Orra Burns
of the upper Kennebec River when let of Indian Pond to The Forks, of Rockport, Mrs. Christine Bar
CARD OF THANKS
where these undeveloped* sites are ker of Union, Miss Katherine A.
We wish to thank all the neigh i it recently completed arrangements
bors and friends whose votes made to acquire from the other owners located, the river drops about 350 Veazie of Rockland. Mrs. Margaret
it possible for Langdon to win the their interests in the river bank feet in a series of falls and rapids Cant of Tenants Harbor. Miss Hel
tricycle as first award in the I G.A
lands between Indian Pond and through a high, rocky gorge for a en Studley of Thomaston.
Popular Babj- Contest.
The
Forks.
Having
acquired distance of about 14 miles. This
Miss Katherine A. Veazie was
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wilson, Sr
through the years the rights to al rapid drop backed up by the huge elected vice president of the Asso
(parents).
Port Clyde, Me.
63-lt most three-fourths of this land Moosehead storage system makes ciation for the coming year and
along both banks of the upper these sites among the finest re Miss Helen Studley gave a greeting
CARD OF THANKS
Kennebec, the completion of these maining hydro-electric locations in to the secretaries at the luncheon.
I have been very much surprised
Maine.
The annual meeting of the Dis
and pleased to receive so many agreements rounds out the land
"This upper Kennebec develop trict Deputies Association was held
cards and letters from friends and rights necessary for the develop
ment fits well into Central Maine Mondaj- afternoon af the Grayneighbors, while in the hospital ment of this section of the river.
here. I also wish 'to thank all who
"Preliminary studies have been Power’s long term plans for con more Hotel with nearly 60 depu
remembered me on my birthday.
underway for some time at the first structing a balanced system," Mr. ties in attendance. Rockland again
May 6, with cards.
"While relying this year had the distinction of
of several promising sites for water Wyman added.
Pfc. Philip Simmons,
Percy Jones Army Hospital,
j power developments,” stated Wil principallj’ upon water power to having the most members present,
Battle Creek, Mich.
63-lt liam F. Wjunan, Central Maine meet the demands for electric Mrs. Nellie Dow, Mrs. Belle Frost,
Power Company president. "Pres power, the Company must also in Mrs. Gertrude Boody and Miss
ent studies indicate that a develop stall fuel burning generators to Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Dow has
That Generations
ment capable of producing some back up and supplement its hydro the honor of being the oldest act
40,000
kilowatts can be made at the electric plants for most effective ive deputy attending.
to Come may
northernmost site which is located system operation.
Rtmembtr about a mile below the old log The installation of two 30,000 This year, the favors of each
place for the banquet were very
kilowatt steam-electric generators,
driving dam at Indian Pond."
attractive crocheted holders in
The level of Indian Pond itself currently in progress at Wiscasset, the star colors which Mrs. Dowwould be raised with the construc will balance existing hydro and made and presented to each depu
tion of such a project. The area steam facilities and provide some of ty. Mrs. Gertrude Boody gave a
involved is located in an isolated the steam reserve necessary to fu greeting to Mrs. Frances Asker,
section of Maine southwest of ture hydro development.
first president of the association,
Moosehead Lake where there are no
See the latest styles In Furs and at the banquet.
towns, villages or public highways Cloth Coate, moderate prices, top
Monday evening the informal
which would be flooded.
quality at Lucien K Oreen * Son.
1-tf
Behind Indian Pond lies the big

Every Guardian Memorial it protected
by a Guarantee Bond

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Graduation exercises of the Class
of 1951 at Vinalhaven High School
will be held on the night of Wed
nesday. June 13. in Memorial Hall,
according to Principal Edward

letter from home.

-———

It can be your choice, too

GRADUATE FROM COLBY

V. H. S. Graduation.

(Continued from Page Two)
Museum any time and as often as
they wished
Delicious refresh
ments were served, consisting of
assorted cakes and punch
As there had been a hundred
cards sent out to the Alumni, and
onlj- 40 present, I felt more should
have tried to be loyal to their
school.
We hope to see more at the pic
nic at Spruce Head, planned for
September.
Mrs. John H Andrews,
Camc'en, Maj- 22.

ir

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

F.R N A AND EDN A STREUBER.

V-
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C-D CAPICATORS

LOW’S REPAIR SERVICE
RADIOS SERVICED

P
F

I
I
C

c

)

THE RADIO SHOP

ALL MAKES AND MODELS

517 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

TEU 844

77 MASONIC STREET
MALI.ROY CONTROLS

.
5

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

S-S-tf
IRC RESISTORS

63-S-69

PHILCO

TH8s3av-T6urs3a;-SaWtW7
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Boston, Mass., and the family re- J Makinen, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
I sided there, mostly in West Som- Falla, Mrs. Alta Huntley, Mrs. Mary j
Mrs. Addie L. Vinal
1 erville, and in Arlington, Mass., Stuart, Mrs. Ruth Ward, Mr. and
MISCEL Household Furnishings
$£RS. ALLIE LANK
Mrs. Addie L. Vinal, widow of ! until 1935 at which time Mr. Vinal Mrs. WiUiam Leppanen, Mrs. Eli- ,
for sale, very reasonable. TEL
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
337.
63*65 Sidney W. Vinal, died Wednesday retired from his work and re nor Rawley, Mrs. Bertha Gehrmanne, Mr. and Mrs Hugo LethiFOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
ROLL Top Office Desk for sale. mornfng in Rockland, and funeral •turned to Warren.
Telephone 8$
540; also Desk Board. $3; Swivel services wil be held at the Sim
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Mrs Vinal has always been m nen, Mrs. Hester Hyvarinen, Miss
Chair. $15; all perfect. Platform mons Funeral.Home Saturday af tere^ed in her Church and its Jeanette Hyvarinen, Mrs. Belle An
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three line* inserted
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Wadsworth
Scales. $15; Girl's Rollfast Bi
•nee tor 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 centa
cycle with new spare tire, $20; 120 ternoon at 2 p. m., with Rev. J. associated activities. She has al- derson, Mr. and Mrs. Valmore Hilt, are visiting their daughters, Mrs.
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
Black Pullets, two months old. 70c Homer Nelson officiating. In’er- ways been a Church member where Mr. and Mrs. True Hall, Mr? Ma Blanch Davidson, and Mrs. Dora
words to a line.
each. MRS DOROTHY RUSSELL ment will be made at the Fairview she resided, and at the time of her rion Simmons, Mrs. Edith Byron,
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, 1. e. advertisements which
Staples in Eath.
East Friendship.
63’It cemetery.
1 death was a member of the Sec Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Leppanen, Mr
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for bandThe Antique Club met Friday
line, cost 25 cents additional.
ALI.-Steel. air-conditioned White Mrs. Vinal was born in Warren, ond Congregational Church of and Mrs. John Olson.
with Mrs. Herbert Ames at her
Mountain Ice Box for sale. Very Oct. 12. 1869. the daughter of Mr. Warren, and charter member of
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
home a' Granite Island. Dinner
i good condition. Price $12. TEL. and Mrs. Nathaniel Caswell. She
the Dorcas Circle of Kings Daugh
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and ns book
was served. Mrs Maud Morong was
216.
63-65
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
attended Warren schools and re ters. She was affiliated with the
special guest.
TULIPS,
for
sale,
J
1.00
per,
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
sided in Warren until Nov. 1893, at Warren Woman’s Club.
Mrs. Edith Vinal has returned
dozen; 136 Talbot Ave.
TEL
MRS ROBERT CREAMER
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular ac
which time she married Sidney W.
She has always been interested
1483-M.
63*64
from North Haven where she visit
Correspondent
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.
Vinal. also of Warren, a son of In helping others and her wonder
ed her daughter and son-in-law,
BICYCLES. Tricycles, bought,
Telephone 240
repaired, painted like new. for Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam O. Vinal. ful care and devotion during her
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gillis.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
rale.
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP. Their only child was a son, Dr. husband’s last illness in 1945 and
Mrs. Florence Thompson, daugh
Prescott St., City.
63*3 31. Raymond C. Vinal, and he is Mrs. the courage and help which she
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Martin and ter. Miss Martha Thompson and
EBAGLE Pups for sale, sired byGIKL'B juvenile 20" Bicycle, for
moved
from
New granddaughter, Rosemary Anthony
1942 DeSOTO 4-door Sedan, all Vina'ls only close surviving rela i gave to her son during his sick son have
sale, good condition $20.00. JOHN Dick Benner's “Rocky " Ma’.es $15;
ness of the past few years will nev- Harbor to Pleasant street, Waldo I have returned from York Village,
ROBISHAW, 145 Pleasant St. Tel fWMM, $10. Call or write EL rebuilt, as good as new. new paint, tive.
Tel. new seat covers. $55. Terms if For many years Mr. Vinal was in (er be forgotten. Throughout her boro.
1353-W.
61’63 WOOD CUTHBERTSON.
j Maine.
CARR'S AUTOMOTIVE
Waldoboro 151 after 4 30 p. m. Tel. I desired
the men's furnishing business in own illness, she has never com A surprise shower was given at James H. Roberts and Merrill
TUBEROUS Begonias, Gloxinias, 202-3
62-67 SUPPLIES. 586 Main St. Tel. 24.
plained, and remained cheerful and the home of Mrs. Ruth Johnson Poor have returned from Portland
Double Petunias. Geraniums, and
____________ 63tf
AUTOMATIC Gas Hot Water
other blossoming plants, shrubs,
courageous Tl the end.
for Mrs. Eva McLain in honor of where thejq received their 32d Ma
FOR
SALE
9
7/10
HP
Evinrude
Outboard
perennials and pansies DEAN'S Heater. Used -ix weeks. PHONE
her recent marriage. The room was sonic degree.
Motor
for
sale
in
perfect
condi

61*63
NURSERY, 325 Old County Road, 498.
tion. TEL. 1554.
63-65 CARL Swanholm Property, house
decorated for the occasion. The Mrs. Clyde Bickford was hostess
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
el. 348-J.
55tf
and barn. 1 Elliot S'.. Thomaston.!
1940 CHEV \-ton Truck, plat
800 CONSTABLE’S New Hamp
guest of honor received two beau to the "Night Hawks" Club, at her
LOBSTERS and Clams for sale, form body, for sale CALL 534-W shire Red Pullets for sale. 16 weeks for sale. Excellent condition. Ap-| Mrs. Rose Dukeshire of Florida,
61*63 Old ROY BARKER, Mountain St., ply to PRANK D. ELLIOT, Thom-' accompanied by Mrs Abbie Morton, tiful cakes, when the refreshments home on Pleasant street. Lunch
wholesale, retail SIM'S LOBSTER or 107—JK
aston.
63tf has arrived at her home for the were served. Those attending were: was served and a social evening
POUND. Spruce Head, Me Open
OPEN 26' Motor Launch, Gray Camden. Tel. 2683.________ 63-64
Sundays and holidays. Tel. Rock
Mrs. Pauline Johnston, Mrs. Joanne enjoyed.
FOR
SALE
Summer.
FOR SALE: House, 9 rooms and
land 420.
56tf luggar engine, used two Summers,
Nice 5 to 6 weeks old Pigs,
Members of
Kinney-Melquist Sprowl, Mrs. Irene Waltz, Mrs.
Toivo Suomela has returned to
for .-..le Price $800 Apply to garage, 21 Green street, Thomas
LEONARD'S PIGGERY,
MEN'S, Women and children’s BROWN’S BOATYARD, North Ha ton. for sale. All conveniences,
Post, and its auxiliary will meet at Minta HiFon, Miss Pauline Hunt, Rockland, having been a guest at
Rockville,
Me.
58-69 excellent condition, central heat
Shoes sold at factory price at JOE'S ven, Me.
63tf the Port Clyde Advent Church at Mrs. Marjorie Day, Mrs. Eda Hoak, ‘The Millers" this week.
ing, convertible to twh families.
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
10.15 a. m. Sunday morning, instead Mrs. Nina Johns'on, Mrs. Eliza
GAY'S
Lsland
at
Pleasant
Point,
Mrs. Barbara Healey entertained
FRANK D. ELLIOT, Thomaston.
daily, inc. Sunday until 9 p. m
Cushing.
210
acres
for
sale,
verybeth Leigher, Mrs. Mertie Booth, the Knit Wits, Tuesday night at
of 10 45 as previously announced.
63tf
cept Thurs. close at 6 o’clock.
LOST
AND
FOUND
best part of island; 200 feet from
Mrs. Christy Hill, Mrs. Audrey her home. Lunch was served and
__________________________ 62-64 shore, good elevation, a mile and a —PANSIES and Forget-me-nots
The Armstrongs Honored
SMALL black and white Fox
for
sale
STILES
FARM,
Camden
'
Mrs. Vivien Lepipanen and Mrs Krah, Mrs. Cora Johnson, Mrs. a social evening enjoyed.
13-POOT Fisherman’s Dory, out half of shoreline, wonderful location
60-S-63 Terrier Pup lost. TEL 591-M.
Memorial Day observance will be
board motor well, in excellent con for Summer residence, hotel or for Road, Rockport.
Edith
Byron entertained recently Madelyn Creamer, hostess, Mrs.
62*65
Ruth Palmer and guest of honor, carried out with the same order
dition, for sale. For information development purposes. Any broker “’-Md” CHEVROLET Sedan for
at
the
former
’
s
home
with
a
shower
WHITE with brown wire-haired
call Waldoboro 145-13. JOSEPH H H A THOMPSON, Union Me
sale; also 1948 Ford Tudor a real
Mrs. Eva McLain. Mrs. McLain re and
program
as
last year.
61*66 buy- Terms if desired will trade. terrier Dog lost. Name Whiskers. for Mr. and Mrs. Robert Armstrong ceived many useful gifts including
BUTTERS
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post and
Owner
heartbroken.
Please
CALL
(Joanne
Olson
i
who
were
recently
SAGADAHOC Fertilizer, for sale;
HOUSEHOLD Frniture for sale, Call at 161 LIMEROCK ST. 62'64 1 183-M.
62-64 married.
an electric fryer.
American Legion Auxiliary will
also certified Seed Potatoes 'A few
CAU :■ SADIE BOARD- ; NEW 15'-.- ft. otboard Motor
SHORT-Haired Male Tiger Cat
The evening was pleasantly spent Mr. and Mrs. Richard Paul have leave American Legion Hall at
Kennebec); nice variety of flower MAN'S, 18 Park Place. City. 61*63 Boat for sale. M. L YOUNG, 35
and vegetable seedlings. CURRY
62*64 lost, white chin and tips of paws. with the presentation of many moved 'to Rockland where Mr. 9.30 a. m. for North Haven, join
FORD '34 'i-ton Pick-up, re Broadway
Answers to ’ Baby; 34 JAMES ST.,
<Sc BOWLEY, Old County Rd
Paul has employment at the Knox ing the North Haven Post and
MILKERS
new
and
used.
De
61*63 lovely gifts, and refreshments of
50 tf cently over-hauled, new clutch, box Laval & others; 4, 6 & 8 can used City.
Auxiliary in their observance, then,
sandwiches, cake and coffee. A County Trust Co.
trailer, good tires; aLso 2 bikes 1
FOR SALE
man's, 1 woman's; 2 oil brooder Coolers, for sale. W S. PILLS
lovely cake was given by Mrs. John
Kenneth Bailey is on a two week returning to Vinalhaven, accom
COTTAGES
All reasonable. BURY & SON, Waterville.
I have 50 Cottage Lots Stoves for sale
Olson, mother of the bride.
vacation from his duties at the panied by 'he North Haven Band.
6O-S-63
F.
S
HYND
Tel.
Thom.
77-22.
for sale on the south end of
Post ar.d Auxiliary and will join
Present were the Misses Elizabeth Dopositors Trust Co.
COTTAGE
on
shore
of
Lermond
61*63 SIX-Room House for sale, 7 acres Pond, South Hope, for sale; 4 rms.
the Medomak Lake, fine
Mackie and Janice Olson. Mr and Mrs. Pauline Johns’on. Miss Ar (he Vinalhaven observance at 1.30
land, good location, $3000. LAW
roads, Central Maine Power CUT Flowers for Memorial Day, RENCE HUNT. RED. No 1, Rock- porch. All furnrure and boat. Mrs Ned Stone. Mr. and Mrs. Har
also plants. Order early. Grace’s
lene Boggs and Mrs. Christy Hilt p. m. with usual line of march and
Price S165O.
SECURITY REAL
line on about all of the Garden. MRS. CHARLES A. i land.
decorations of graves and monu
62-64 ESTATE CO.,
Dorothy Dietz, old Marriott, Mr. and Mrs. Toivo were in Portland Friday.
shore, near Meadow-Lark SWIFT. 9 Booker St-, telephone
ments.
GARDEN Tractor with attach Camden 2117 or 8897._______63-lt
Mrs. Theresa Chute chairman,
Girls’ Camp, and Medomak 114-4
ton.
50-64 ments for sale. Two new inside,
SEVEN Rooms, furnished, elec
TO LET
Mrs. Madeline Jackson and Ruth
Camp for Boys, I also have
two-panel
Doors
2'6"x6'6
”
.
Two
tric
stoves,
refrigerators,
hot
water
FOR SALE
SMALL Room to let, wi'.h kit Benner are on the refreshment
a 76 acre farm in the north
I have two 20 Cu. Ft. ! jack posts. VICTOR HILLS, Thom- heaters, baths, with showers fire
62*64 places; short distance from Rock chen priviliges if desired. TEL. committee of the American Legion
part of this town, blue Commercial Refrigerators— I aston.
63*65 Auxiliary for Memorial Day.
6-63 277-J, 28 Grace St.
Mrs. Florence Calderwood
11 SINGLE compartment double- land. TEL. 1204 or 515.
berries, or farming, and one One white enamel 1949
Correspondent
fTVE-Room
partially
furnished
|
deck
Egg
Nests
for
sale,
also
15
8'
FOUR-Bedroom, all mod. conv.
of the best places in Maine model, just like new, the
wood feed hoppers; 20 metal chick seashore Cottage to let TEL. 790 or Apartment to let, heated 7 months.
for a hunting lodge
DUTCH NECK
other a varnished case, por hoppers; 12 chick waterers; five 5 14 Florence St.
Telephone 10-24
61*63 Tel. 1061-R. Inquire MIKE ARHAROLD B KALER
MATA.
63‘65
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Thompson
celain lined, remote control, gal Oakes Waterers; 4 water Pans
TWO Cottages, each six rooms
WASHINGTON, ME
both in A-l condition, just and Floats, Fencing. TED. SIILI, and bath to let; modern conveni ~LUNCHROOM to lease. TEL and grandson Stephen of Rockland
Mrs. Mary* Wallace and Mrs. Eva
Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays what you need for beer, a RED., 3, Union, Me.
60*S'66 ences. One mile from Rockland. 1174-J.
63-lt and Charles Jones and friend of Starrett were recent callers of Mrs.
Route 17-220 from Rockland small restaurant or roadside
ONE Large Gas Lawn Mower, BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP, School
SIX-Room upstairs unfurnished Thomaston were recent Sunday Elden Maddocks in Searsmont.
25 Miles.
for sale. TEL 1285 or apply to street, Rockland.
56tf Apartment with bath, to let, at guests at the home of Mr. and
stand.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson, who
55-tf
! DAVID RUBENSTEIN
62tf
corner of Oak and Union street . Mrs Everett Winchenbach.
I also have some good
recently purchased the Dr. H. H.
12-PIECE Dinner Set for sale
EGGS & CHICKS Call at 30 Oak St. or TEL 372-W.
used Electric Refrigerators, j TEL.
Mr. and Mrs Jack Castner and Plumer house, is remodeling the
337.
61*63
62*64
QUALITY FUEL OILS
Washers, white colored and
Thomas
Winchenbach, Jr., were upper part for a tenement to be
FORTY
Barred
Rock.
3
weeks
Range, Fuel and Diesel Olla,
FURNISHED Housekeeping Apts. ;
THOROUGHLY Trained Angora
black Cook Stoves, 2 oil and Kitten, choice for pet. CALL 699 old Chickens for sale $15- Call at to let, one, two and three rooms, business visitors in Augusta on occupied by Mr. and Mrs, Henry
Motor Oila and Greasea,
gas Comb. Stoves, Franklin I after 6 p m.; 142 Camden St.
36 FRANKLIN ST., City.
61*63 suitable for two adults. Quiet, pri Saturday.
Knight.
Cities Service Gasoline
Type
Fireplace,
Electric j
61*63
Keith Sherrard of Portland was a
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or vate residence, fine, central locaHector
Creamer
and
friend
of
THURSTON PETROLEUM Stoves for cottages, Home
SIDE Rakes, Spreaders, John straight-run chicks from Pullorum tion. Seasonable rents preferred. Auburn spent Sunday with Mr. and caller with his aunt Wednesday on
PRODUCTS CO.
Lighting Plant, Wood Burn Deere & Massey-Harris; Lime clean U. S approved stock, for SHEPHERD HOUSE. Rockport
Mrs. Lena Nelson.
THURSTON’S WHARF
Tel. Camden 2853 .
62’64 Mrs. Vernon Day.
Heaters, and a whole lot Sowers Plows. Harrows and Plant sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS, Dutch
On Memorial Day the Rockland
M TILLSON AVE., TEL. i’« ing
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal
POUR Rooms with bath, all I Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller and
more.
If, and when you ers for' sale. W. S. PILLSURY A- doboro
ROCKLAND, ME.
4-tf modern Improvements TEL. 1285.
children were Tuesday night callers Legion Drum Corps will parade at
' SON, Waterville.
60-S-63
1-tt need anything, see
62tf of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hinkley at the Common, then on to the ceme
SEWING Machine for sale. PortHAROLD B. KALER
tery at 12.30. Taps will be given
WANTED
UNFURNISHED 4-room House Waldoboro.
i able, also foot treadle Electrified.
At WASHINGTON, ME.
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for
to let at Pleasant Gardens. Call
THE FIX-IT SHOP. Tel. 1091-W,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Genthner, by George Thomas.
sale. Large fibrous rooted. State in Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays 138 Camden St., Rockand
RADIO Servicing wanted; all at 36 FRANKLIN ST , City.
Memorial Sunday services will be
60tf
Mrs.
Nora Gross and Mrs. Arthur
55-tf
spected. Howard 17, Temple. Fairwork guaranteed
Lower prices .
61*63
held
at the Methodist Church with
New
GUNS
Used
,
Creamer spent Thursday in Au
land, Fairfax. Sparkle. Catskill, 100,
Graduate radio technicians. Free
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale;
LARGE front Room to let, with
Bought, sold, traded. SMITH’S pick-up. LLOYD’S RADIO SERV
Nazarene
Church uniting. These
$3; 1000. $20; 10.000 $18: Great
gusta.
Howard 17, Catskill, Temple and
services will begin at 10.45, rather
Bay, 100. $6; 1000. $30; Gem Ever- Howard, 17, Catskill. State inspected ! ESSO STATION. 650 Main St., ICE. Tel. Rockland 396-W or Cam light housekeeping privileges. CaU
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Linwood
Castner
of
60*65
60tf den 2848.
bearing. 100. $4; 1000 $26. Sprayed and sprayed, $2 per 100; $18 1000. . Rockland
63*65 at 100 UNION ST
Medomak were recent supper guests than 10.30 a. m. Rev. C. P. Went
and fumigated, freshly dug. post C OD. orders filled. LEROY LUCE,
LIVING-Room, Bedroom, Kit
SALESGIRL Wanted to take
of Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Winchen worth, District Supt. of Augusta,
paid. Folder free. SYLVESTER Washington. Me. Tel. 9-14
53*65
care of shop and do the frosting. chenette and bath Apartment to let;
the speaker.
& SKINNER, Belfast, Me. Tel.
PLEASANT STREET BAKERY. 5 large hall and closets; electric bach.
A Lion's Club has been arranged
560-W4
46-72
FOR SALE
range;
hot
water
and
heated.
Mrs.
Arthur
Chute
called
Thurs

PAINTS & VARNISHES
Pleasant St.
63-65
and
the first meeting was held
Adults
ony.
TEL.
671-W
or
1152-W
I
have
for
sale
24
passen

63-65
BARRELS for sale. Useful for
day afternoon on her aunt, Mrs.
Sea Coast Paint Company
61-63 Alden Waltz on Gross Neck.
Tuesday night at the High School
floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider; ger Bus, 40 vintage, with 48
30.000
FEET
Spruce
wanted.
Rockland
also two quart Bottles, Rubber motor, ready to go, and in 440 Main street,
FOUR-Room Apt. to let; modem
‘ Standing lumber or at roadside.
Mrs. Hazel Blaney and Mrs. Ruth building. Sixteen of the 24 char
Stoppers, Chains, Nails, Paint, perfect condition. I have a I___________________________ 62tf COL F G. GOGUEN,' Thomaston, bath; electric range and refrigera- j
Castner
were business visitors Wed ter members were present. Larry
second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR
tor; hot water heat, thermostat
TRACTORS, used: Farmall F-14 Me. Tel. Thomaston, 150-3.
Barnes. State Director, as well as
1941
Dodge
Dump
Truck,
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
i with cultivator, case 1949 with 263*65 control; $1250 per week. Over nesday in Rockland.
other representatives, were present
39tf 4-wheel drive, this is For way plow and cultivator, AllisCarr’s Store, 536 Main St. TEL. 24.
RELIABLE Woman or Couple ___________________________ 51 tf i
Officers were elected as follow’s:
Sale also, a large hunch of Chalmers B & WC with Mower,
GLEN COVE
President Robert Norton, King
Used Cars, 2 wheel trailer John Deere, for sale. B. & M. & wanted to live in, light housework.
FOUR-ROOM
Apt.
to
let;
new
J TEL. Camden 2871, 3 to 5 p. m
Mrs. Herbert Black has been in Lion: vice president, Alfred Niskala;
and a whole lot more, have A W. S. PILLSBURY & SON,
bath, hot water, second floor, pri
63*
lt
60-S-63
vate entrance, unfurnished. Adults Portsmouth, N. H.. the past week second
vice president,
Robert
a 4-yard body with hydraulic ! Waterville.
RADIO Servicing wanted; all only, $40. P. O. BOX 505. 46tf visiting her daughter, Grace, and
FOR SALE
Heald; 3d vice president, Winfred
will sell cheap. If I listed all
makes,
all
models
LOWS
REPAIR
On North Haven
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
SMALL Furnished Apartments to son-in-law, Charles Crowell and Kenoyer; Lion tamer, Harry Burns;
of the things I have for sale,
family.
Large House, hardwood floors, SHOP, 77 Masonic St.. Rockland.
ANT TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
63-75 let. Apply In person, II JAMES
tail twister, Elmer Goff; secretary,
I would have to buy some fireplaces, two baths, hot water
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
ST._________________________ ltf } Mr and Mrs. Raymond Philbrook Harry Stewart; treasurer, Ernest
newspaper,
come
and
see
for
CHILDREN
wanted
to
care
for
heat,
(needs
new
boiler),
large
lot
REPAIRS
HEATED and unheated furnished and Miss Mabel Whitney of Hamp Cunningham: directors for two
yourself. Have 2 Gun Type of land, fine shade trees, one of the days, while mothers work. Large
ANT TTPE OF WELDING
Apts- to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77 j den were callers Sunday on Mr.
play
yard,
away
from
traffic.
LOIS
best
locations
in
towm
and
with
years Robert McKinley, Clarence
Oil Burners for furnaces, and
Park St Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf j and Mrs. C E. Gregory.
Leonard; directors for one year,
new Fairbanks-Morse Power some repairs would be worth twice RICHARDS, 11 Elm St.. Thomas
Mrs.
Frances
Stevens
has
been
62-64
RENT our Floor Sanding Ma
the present asking price. Anyone ton.
Harold Wiggin, Roland Payson:
Lawn Mowers
nt MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
interested in Summer or yearUSED Garden Tractor wanted, chines. Do the job yourself. We in New York the past week for a
HAROLD B KALER
historian. Robert Clark. Meetings
TEL M2-W
round home at North Haven should Vi hp. or more. Give cash price teU you how. STUDLEY HARD visit.
1-tt
will be the second and fourth Mon
WASHINGTON, ME.
WARE.
Tel.
20,
Thomaston.
inspect this property.
and make. Write J. N., *■ The Cou
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Wincapaw
30tf
L A. THURSTON,
Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays
days of each month with a 6.30
rier-Gazette.
62*63
and
son
Robert
of
Thomaston
were
Rockland Me.
SANDING Machine and polisher
supper and an hour's business
POR SALE—Have a few used Route 17-220 from Rockland 38 Beech St.,
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted.
Write
57tf
to let. Also a WaU Paper Steamer. guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. meeting and program. The next
White, Oil and Gas Combination
25 Short Miles.
S.E F, % The Courier-Gazette.
Alton WincapawStoves, some Black Stoves, with Oil
FAIRBANKS-Morse Water Sys
55-tf
57 tf Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
meeting is scheduled to meet at
CO. 440 Main 8t
Jtf
Burners, Electric Stove, Used Deep
tems, all sizes for deep and shallow
STRAWBERRY
Plants
for
sale;
To learn typing, plenty of prac Pioneer Grange Hall.
ANTIQUES and Used Furnish
Freeze, Electric Washers and Elec
wells, also pipe & fittings, for sale.
tice Is necessary and also, plenty
tric Refrigerators, that I will sell Howard 17, $2.50 per 100; $10.00 W S PILLSBURY & SON. 6O-S63 ings wanted, attic contents, etc.
WEAVER’S, 91 Main St. Thomas- MISCELLANEOUS of paper. Por exercises in touch
cheap. If you are looking for some per 500; $18 per 1000. State in
I 4 GOOD JOb fob 10b
REAL
ESTATE
' on. TeL 345-2.____________ 50-63
used stuff, we have it at prices you spected. CHESTER LEONARD 5
Situated on Route 1, Guest
WE are offering a 25% discount typing, newsprint will serve the
Thomas
street,
Camden.
Tel.
798.
can afford to pay. I also have 3
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
54*66 House for sale, all modern, price done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 on aU servicing jobs. All work purpose excellently and economi
reasonably-priced Farms that I No mail orders.
guaranteed.
LLOYD’S
RADIO cally. For sale at The Courier-Ga
reasonable.
CHOOSE THIS
BURROWES ALUMINUM
will sell. Whatever you need, see
Also a few cottages, farms and Union St., Grove St. entrance. Tel SERVICE. Tel. Camden 2848 or zette, 15 cents a package.
FINE PROFESSION NOW'
1*50
1680. EVA AMES.__________58*64 Rockland 396-W.
Kaler.
HAROLD B. KALER, Combination Storm Window and houses, good location
63*65 j
Screen
Washington. Me. Tel. 5-26. Open
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
If you have a well-situated propOIL Burner Service, reliable, ex
STILL AVAILABLE
385 days every year.
49tf
i erty that you wish to sell quickly pers, books, magazines, corrugat perienced workmen Call JULIAN
E T. LONG,
WE have some reasonably-priced
i and at a reasonable price, if It is ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON OLIVER. Tel. 1034-R.
61-64
Tel.
8230
days,
1503
nights
used cars for sale. If you do not
property that I can use, I will be AVE., City,_____________________147tf
INSTRUCTION—Male
j
63tf
want to buy one, perhaps you have
glad to make you a cash offer for it.
TOP prices paid for all kinds of
WELDING—Arc and Gas
one to sell. We buy, and sell, do
L. A. THURSTON,
Junk, Iron, steel, metals, batteries
Learn in spare time. Big increase j
some horse trading, sell on time
i 38 Beech St ,
Tel. 1159 and rags. MORRIS GORDON &
payments, in fact we do anything
57tf SON, 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
12tf in demand for welding operators
Write for free information. UTILI
to please. HAROLD B. KALER.
ANTIQUES. Glass, China, Furni TIES ENG. INST., Box GA. ri The
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-26, National
CALL
ture,
old
Paintings,
etc
wanted
Corier-Gazette
61*63
Shawmut Bank of Boston Finance.
Ninety-acre Farm, About
CARL E. FREEMAN. Glen Cove.
71tf

WARREN

FOR SALE

VINALHAVEN

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WALDOBORO

UNION

Lowe Brothers

BODY and FENDER
WORK

Rowling’s Garage

U. S. Army

TO SELL YOUR POULTRY FOR

THE BEST RESULTS TO YOU

FOR QUICK SALE

Roofing and Siding

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Walks. Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
Mooring Stones and Chain. Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
gladly submitted. No obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
han A Sen), Clark Island, Mr.
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant )
Harbor M-1J.
1-tl

One-half in Blueberries

Applied

Also

JOHNS-MANVILLE
CERTIFIED CONTRACTORS
Free Estimates.

7-Room Cape Cod House
with Bath

WEST FARM AGENCY
Mrs. Faye Smith, Representative
CAMDEN ST., ROCKPORT, ME.
TEL. 2754
P. O. BOX 384 CAMDEN
57-tf

All Jobs Guaranteed.
Terms If Desired,

KENNEBEC ROOFING
AND SIDING CO.
TEL. 1135, ROCKLAND
P. O. BOX 513
42 and 44-ThS-tf

Tel

Rockland 103

ltf

'

INSTRUCTION
HIGH SCHOOL—NO CLASSES

Study at home, spare time Di- j
! ploma awarded
Write for Free
ACME
Catalog 5. WAYNE SCHOOL.
DA, % The Courier-Gazette. 61*63
EXTERMINATING CO.
LAWN Mowers—Come and see
We rid your premises of
us about the type of power and
any vermin.
hand mowers that are the most
For information phone
i economical to operate and service
We can also save you money on the
LLOYD’S, INC.
purchasing of a Garden Tractor.
646 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
EMIL RIVERS, INC., 342 Park St,
44-ThdcS-tf

RocUud.

«« ,

BERRY BROTHERS
MORRILL, MAINE

TEL. LIBERTY 41-11, OR LINCOLNVILLE 22-6

Fair Prices, Honest Weight, Immediate Payment
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

.... NO LOT TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL ....
3-S-tf

'

...... ■■■■■'............... I

4

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Tel.

4»

Mrs. Lillian Forshner and Mrs.
Scheddier of New York City, left
Monday for Enfield, N. H-, for the
Summer, after a visit at the Ho
mer Waters home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waters and
two children, Wayne and Marilyn
of Norwalk, Conn., are passing this
week with Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Waters.
Volunteers for the school hot
lunch program for the week of
May 25, will be as follows, Mrs.
Gertrude Starrett and Mrs. Ada
Spear for May 28; Mrs. Annie
Lehto and Mrs. Ellen Waisanen
for May 29; Mrs. Alice Buck and
Mrs. Rose Payson for May 31; and
Mrs. Viola Billings for June 1.
Thare Peterssan of Stockholm,
Sweden has been guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Evert Nilson.
The E. A. Starrett Auxiliary,
SU V. has been invited to attend
the evening service Sunday at
the Baptist Church in a body,
Sunday at 7 p. m. The morning
service at the Baptist Church will
be held at 10 a. m.
“Jesus’ Parable—The Wheat and
the Tares,’’ will be the sermon top
ic Sunday morning at the Con
gregational Church.

>

>

Waters-Austin

Mrs. Grace Austin and Homer
Waters of this town were quietly
married Sunday aftrenoon at the
Baptist parsonage, Rockland, by
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, who
used the double ring ceremony.
Their attendants were Mrs. Lillian
J. Forshner of New York City,
mother of the bride, and Walter
Pearson of Warren.
Attending the wedding were,
Melvin and Everett Waters, and
Fred and Ronald Austin of War
ren, Mrs. Annie Buckley of War
ren, and Boston, Mass., and Mrs.
Scheddier of New York City.
They will make their home in
Warren, Mr. Waters a farmer, and
mail messenger between Warren
station, and the post office.

4

John L. Teague

Rev. J. Homer Nelson conducted
funeral services Monday afternoon
at ‘(he Simmons Funeral Home,
for the late John L. Teague, who
died suddenly at his home Friday
morning last week. He had been in
poor health the past few years.
Eearers Monday were Fred Per
kins, Jr., Fred Starrett, Charles
Overlook and Percy Bowley.
Among those who attended from
out of town were Mrs. Jesse Smith
and Mr. and Mrs. Hodgkins of
Rockland, Mrs. Myrtle Mutch, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Heald, and Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Thomas of Camden,
Mrs. Ralph Morse, Mrs. William
Wallace of
Waldoboro, Joseph
Teague of Weymouth, Mass., Mr.
and Mrs. Otho Thompson of Med
ford, Mass., Mrs. Rensforth Yeo
of Allston, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Emil Hall and son of Fairfield, Mrs.
Harriet Decker of Newcastle.
Interment was made at Fairview
: cemetery.
Mr. Teague was born in Warren,
Feb. 22, 1871, son of Oscar and Lu
ra Plummer Teague. As a young
man he worked at Rice and Hitchins Shoe Shop, and later for a
great many years he was clerk at
the George Hanley Grocery Store
at Hinckley Comer. For a few
years after the Hanley store was
sold out, he clerked at the Ira
Perry gTain store at Warren Sta’ tion. Before his retirement a few
[ yeasr ago, he was janitor at the
high school building.
He was a member of Warren
Lodge, I.O.OF.
He had many friends In and
about Warren, who will remember
his genial manner, and steady
friendliness always. He was a great
lover of nature and the out of
doors.
Besides the widow. Mrsfl Hattie
Hoffses Teague, he leaves a sister,
Mrs. Mary Reynolds of Warren, and
sevreal nieces and nephews.

4

Since awn bluegrass is more or
less inactive in hot weather, the
chief effect of light lawn sprink
lings is to encourage crabgrass, an
undesirable lawn plant-

4

FINE COTTAGE
AT A BARGAIN
The Rawley cottage at Nor
ton's Pond is for sale—com
pletely furnished.
Lge. living
room 17 ft. by 17 ft., stone fire
place, electric lights, electric
water pump; 2 beds, flush toilet;
closets,
sun
porch,
concrete
basement with heat. Float with
two boats.
Outdoor fireplace,
terraced lawn. Good gravelled
road from cottage door to tar
highway. Cottage is already to
step in.

4

All for $2,400
ALBERT RAWLEY
CURTIS AVENUE, CAMDEN

60*S"63

A
«
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

THE GRANGE CORNER

S01L|CONSERVATION|LEADERS PLAN S1-'52 PROGRAM

........

NEWS OF THE GRANGES
IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

SOIL CONSERVATION
By Roy Gross, Soil Conservation Service, Waldoboro
•------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -------- •

A considerable number of appli
cations for conservation farm plans
have been received this Spring by
Mt. Pleasant Grange
the Knox-Lincoln Soil Conserva
The First and Second Degrees
tion District supervisors. These
were conferred on one candidate
farm plans are drawn up before
for Georges Valley Grange of Ap
any work is started on erosion con
pleton Monday night.
trol, drainage, land clearing, ponds
Visitors were present from Pio
or any of the other practices that
neer, Seven Tree and Georges
may be included in the plan. It is
Valley Granges.
necessary to have a complete plan
A building bee will be held Sun
of operations to be certain that
day at the Grange hall. Workers
each practice fits the overall pic
will gather at 9.30 a. m., All vo
ture. The soils map is especially
lunteers will be welcome. Dinner
important because the soil types
will be served at noon by the la
present often determine whether or
dies of the Grange.
not a particular practice is feasible.
„ ,
y-,
.
Farmers who desire to do any work
Megunticook Grange
in co-operation with the district
Memorial Day will be observed
j
' >
i
are urged to apply for a conserva
Wednesday with members of the
tion farm plan first and then fit
patriotic bodies of the G.A.R. be
District committeemen of the Soil Conservation Service who were recently choen to serve for 1951-52. Left to right they are Donald
ing special guests of the Grange Johnson of Jetlerson, who will manage the Mnine Fruit Producers, Inc. this year; I^roy Brawn of Waldoboro: James Wentworth of Hope; Schuy their desires into the plan if pos
for the meeting.
ler Hawes of Union and chairman Ray Thurston of Union. The group met this week at Farnsworth Museum with Soil Conservationist Leroy sible.
A number of district co-operators
Participating in the program ol Gross of Waldoboro to lay plans for farmer participation in the program the coming year. Present were Howard Forsyth, regional supervisor
in this area have purchased multi
last Wednesday were Master Darius and County Agent Gilbert Jaeger.
Joy, Lois Daucette, Herbert Gould.
Barn at Rockpor: when the mu flora rose seedlings this Spring
through the district. These shrubs
Marston Beverage, William Carle
sic colony was flourishing in that
I will be used to establish livestock
ton, Katherine Heald and John
section. Nearly every week the fences. This practice will greatly
Henderson.
Don Johnson Of Jefferson To
Curtis String Quartet, often angu- reduce the cost of fencing. Multi
Seven Tree Grange
mented by other strings or piano, flora rose needs some attention
Operate Kezar Falls
Seven Tree Grange met in regu
gave a concert, during the Summer when it is young. Fertilizer and
Plant Of Co-op
lar session Wednesday with 35
season. When there weren't con manure must be applied and weeds
Donald Johnson, Jefferson apple
members present.
There was no
certs, there were rehearsals open
and grass must be kept down so
through invitation, which were
degree work but applications for grower, has been named as mana(
Gladys S. Heistad
✓
that the shrubs will have the best
about
as
exciting
and
rewarding
as
membership were received.
! ger of the Maine Fruit Producers’
chance to put on growth. When
the concerts. It was an education
It was voted to send a sum of : Inc. at Kezar Falls He will take
mature, multiflora rose forms a
in
chamber
music
and
really
one
money to Grange cottage, a worthy
up his new duties June 1.
stock-proof fence of living plants
needs it to become an addict.
Grange project.
Johnson will head the market- ! From the Northern Conserva-, and James L. Kraft,
that not only controls stock, but it
•
•
•
•
A rising vote of thanks was given ing activities of the co-operative f lory in Bangor, where Richard I With
this announcement came
The Association of American also a thing of beauty and a valu
the committee who worked in the establishment and supervise the Giles, Rockland baritone, is study-. twoexcellent pictures of Mr. MagRailroads,
Washington. D C., has able asset to wildlife. This hedge
kitchen on the evening of May 9,
Kezar Falls plant. The organiza- ing voice, comes a very complete nus, one taken with an array of sent me the bookie: they mention forms a fine cover and emergency
and served supper to about 150 pa
I tion accepts and stores the apples cataIogue_ setting forth the ad. his products in tlie harmonica in on their radio program (Mondays, food supply for many types of song
trons.
I of its members and maintains a
. . , .
8 to 8.30 over the NBC Network), birds.
The Ladies' Degree team of Acorn marketing organization for them. [ ministration, faculty, various re dustry spread out on a desk be
and it is a delightful publication.
Now that the fishing season has
Grange, Cushing, worked the third Last year the plant handled 125- quirements, expenses, outlines of fore him. His pictures show him
It has many pictures as well as arrived, perhaps it would be well to
courses,
and
general
information.
to
be
a
large
blond
smiling
man,
and
fourth
Degrees
on
a
class
of
22
White Oak Grange
000 bushels of Maine apples, ship
It is very well gotten up with de typically Norsk in feature and col much general information about take a look at that small stream
At the Grange meeting May 18. candidates on May 9. There was a ping to nationwide markets.
railroads, a resume of the pro that w-anders along over the farm
tail carefully and clearly worked oring.
The Maine Fruit Producers, Inc
a Memorial Service was held for large crowd present and floor space
grams that have been presented
•
•
•
•
was at a premium but in spite of first brought out the now familiar out.
our deceased members.
When Vaughn Monroe recently since the institution of the "Rail
The facuIty list h headed by A'
May 25 was observed as Guest that, this very efficient team pre handi-pack for apples and has lony
opened up "The Meadows,” a night road Hour" on Oct 4, 1948.
Officers’ Night. The Glee Club sented beautiful drill work. Sister been producing fancy packaging StanIey CaytinS as Director, he club on the outskirts of Boston, he
Pictures of the various artists
from Warren presented the pro Lottie York, State lecturer, was of Maine apples with the result himself an accomplished musician told a friend of the trouble lie had who have appeared in the programs Crop Suggested By Talbot
teacher. Not many of the
gram Supper was served follow present and praised the ladies for that the prodet has constantly and
are accompanied by brief stories,
members are known to me .but oc-|had in dnding suitable
As a Replacement For
their
work.
grown
in
public
favor
ing the meeting.
and of course it was most interest
ment
for
the
new
place.
"Why
1
casionally
a
name
appears
that
is
i
Ladino Clover
Johnson has operated a 1200 tree
We will have as our guests June
don't you and your band appear ing to see a picture of Gordon
familiar.
For
example
Adelbert
farm in Jefferson the past 10 years.
1, Noble'ooro Grange. They will
•here, wouldn’t that solve the Macrea, the young baritone star
Silage corn may be a good bet
Mrs. Johnson will supervise the Wells Sprague, who received his problem?" Monroe's reply was who heads the program. The pic
furnish the program
for
many Maine dairymen this
A card party was held May 22 4-H'ers To Have 500 Dairy farm which wil1 stul be operated B. S. degree at University of "But that is impossible we can’t ture shows him as a stunning
Maine, his A. M. at Harvard Uniyear,
says Richard P. Talbot, Ex
at the home of Ivren Gammon.
young man—good looks plus -per
afford us!’’
Cattle At Their August 1 by
famliy
members
while
he
u
in
5
versity,
and
his
doctorate
at
Uni

tension
Service dairy specialist of
•
•
•
•
Kezar Falls. Johnson is also a
sonality—and he has a voice, too,
Owl’s Head Grange
Fourth Annual Show
community supervisor for his area versity of Maine,
It was my great pleasure to at hasn’t he? He is married to Shiela the University of Maine.
On May 22 Owl’s Head Grange
For many years Mr. Sprague has tend the concert in Warren last Stephens (whom he had met w-hen
Maine’s annual State Dairy- of the Soil Conservation Service.
Silage corn can replace Ladino
conferred the First and Second
been one of Maine’s outstanding week given by The Village Singers,
she was star of the Millpond Play clover that was Winter-killed on
Show,
combining
the
State
4-H
Degrees on three candidates: Em
, figures in music, through the suc a group of women numbering 35, ers.) They have three fine children,
ery St, Clair, Jr . Ruel Hooper, Jr., Club and Adult Dairy Shows, will
cessful work he did at the Univer- which is being trained and directed two girls and a boy—Meredi'h a number of Maine farms this year.
and Evelyn HooperThis Winter-killing can have seri
| sity of Maine as head of the Mu by Mrs. Marion Lermond, who dibe held at Windsor Fair Grounds
Lynn, Heather Allison, and WilThere will be two socials before on Saturday. Aug. 4, at 10.30 a. m Cows Owned By 4-H Dairy sic Department and as conductor
ous results unless farmers provide
rected a larger chorus of women! flam Gordon, in descending order
the next regular meeting. Charles
better pastures planted to supple
More than 500 outstanding dairy
Project Members To Be of Bangor's Symphony Orchestra s.r.gers in Providence before com of age.
Wodcester will have charge on May aniamls frem all parts of the State
mentary crops and do something
which he still heads with effici ing to Maine. I am still amazed
Bred
Free
Of
Cost
The booklet also tells of Carmen
29 and Hilda Niles Sally Rice and will be entered. No cash awards
ency. Mrs. Sprague teaches piano that a town as small as Warren Dragon, orchestra conductor; Nor about replenishing their silage sup
AU Maine 4-H Club dairy mem forte, as does Mary Hayes HayEsther Robishaw will have charge are given, but ribbons go to own
could produce a chorus of so many man Luboff, choral director; and ply.
of the refreshments. On June 5, ers of animals with the best pro bers are now eligible to have their ford. anoiher name known to me women singers
Talbot recommends such silage
with excellent others on the staff who work out
Robert Murray, assisted by Elmer duction records and type charac 4-H Club animals bred artificially
Miss Laurel Clements who insti voices and a feeling for music, programs, etc. It really is a very corns as Maine B. 29-3, Cornell II.
free through the Maine Breeding gated the master classes by WilLindsey will have charge of the teristics.
such as they displayed in the ver- nice booklet and I think you would and Minnesota 13, as well as other
Manager
Paul
entertainment and Laura Hyvari,
varieties that have proved adapted
The show is open to ail 4-H Cooperative.
, .,
,
, ...Browne
„
liam Harms at the Conservatory a l satile and engaging program pre- enjoy owning a copy.
or so ag0 jS a f acufty member, sented
Lydia LePlain and Lois Lndsey Club dairy members and adult of the MBC, has made this offer
to Maine conditions. If these corn
• • • •
are on the refreshment committee. dairymen whose cows are officially- to 4-H dairy members throughout (havlng reCeived her B. M. degree j Mrs Lermond has succeeded in
The New York Public Library is are not needed for silage they can
Bernice Gamage and Margaret tested for production
County Maine. These young dairymen own fiom Manhattenville College
getting good tonal balance, with lidding an exhibition developed to always be harvested for feed grain.
Greeley were reported sick.
Silage com has not proved prac
agents will soon have entry blanks. more than 1000 animals which are New York where she studied piano I no marked weak spots as so fre- Clara and
Robert Schumann.
A Memorial Day program was Trucking fees are paid on each entered as official 4-H Club proj- w ith Mr. Harms. Space does not qUently appear in choruses, wheth- Among the holographs, first edi tical for the extreme northern por
ects. This service is greatly ap-|permit giving the entire list, but
presented by the Lecturer with the animal entered.
tions, and photographs on view is tions of Maine where the growing
preciated by 4-H members and we do say that it is a fairly lengthy! ^pressed by the diction than by “Zum Anfang,” an unpublished season Is very short- Other silage
following mebmers taking part:
A room temperature around 68 should result in better 4-H dairy one and seems entirely capable of any 0;her phase of their work. The song by Schumann for male chorus crops can be grown there, how
Ellena Fredette, Laura Hyvari, Ma
rion Rogers, Myrtle Cassidy, Irene degrees F., is best for house plants. animals in the future. County presenting the various courses words came out clearly and dis that is not even listed among the ever.
Decker and a choir. The lecturer’s The greatest advantags of having 4-H Club agents have further in which the Conservatory offers.
“For the latest Information on
known
unpublished
tinctly without any effort or composer’s
a low temperature is that flowers formation on this new service of
march was won by Rose Niles.
The Conservatory is to hold ‘mouthing.’’
silage com, supplementary crops,
works.
• • • •
The First and Second Degrees will hold their blooms much longer. the Maine Breeding Co-operative Summer sessions beginning June I felt the finest work done by
seeding mixtures, and other advice
Those who used to attend the on a well-balanced roughage pro
26 and continuing to Aug 3. The the chorus was in the more re
course offered will include Theory. strained numbers, such as "The Maine Music Festivals will remem gram, see your county agent and
Education, Music History, Litera Mountains Are Cold” (Brahms); ber Rosa Raisa and her husband, enroll in the Green Pasture Pro
ture and English; Speech, Foreign "Drink To Me Only With Thine Giocomo Rimini. Two handsome gram," says Talbot. "Get your
Language. Applied Music and In Eyes” (old English air); "Carry singers, young and striking, and Green Pasture enrollment card to
strumentation. Anyone interested Me Back To Old Virginny” (Bland) splendid artists. Occasionally I your county agent by Thursday
may obtain detailed information by and the final group which includ have come across announcements May 31, the closing date for the
writing Mr. Cayting at 166 Union ed a Kentucky Mountain song and about them in their teaching pro 1961 program.”
street, Bangor, on both the Sum a
choral fantasy on nursery fession, but I had not seen a pic
mer and the regular season.
rhymes. Miss
Verna Robinson ture of them until just a few days
SOUTH WARREN
From the Magnus Harmonica played very able accompaniments. ago—and it was a bit disillusion
Mrs. Joseph Shannon
Corporation of Newark, N. J., (re
And of course it is always an ing. I guess we do not realize 'he
News
has been received of the
member the "flock of harmonicas" event to hear Eess Battey Gowdy passing of the years until we aredeath
on
Wednesday of Mrs. Joseph
I told you about?) comes the an at the piano. The two groups she disillusioned shall we say! The
nouncement that a 1961 Horatio presented as guest artist ranged picture showed Raisa and Rimini Shannon of Auburn. Services will
Alger Award was presented on May from brilliant compositions such listening to a Revere recording of be held on Friday, May 25. Mrs.
14 to Finn Haakon Magnus, 43- as "The Chase” (Paganini-Liszt) excerpts from ‘’Turandot.” Raisa Shannon has made friends in this
Holds any of these Appliances (or
year-old inventor and industrialist, and MacDowell’s “Concert Etude” created the title role and Rimini vicinity when the guest of Mrs. O.
who arrived in this country 25 to the always moving Liszt ‘Liebe- that of Ping in the premiere of the B. Libby and w-on their admiration
any Appliance you may choose from
by her courage and cheerful out
| years ago with $25 in his pocket
straum,” an atmospheric “Vien- opera at LaScala in 1926 under
look on life although handicapped
I
and
fought
his
way
up
to
the
Arturo
Toscanini.
ese Dance” (Friedman-Gartner)
our huge stock) costing $50.00 or
• • • •
for many years by the loss of an
| leadership of the multi-million dol- and the delicate "To the Waterlily"
The Eastman School of Music of arm.
I lar American plastic harmonica in (MacDowell.)
more. Delivery made when required
the University of Rochester has
dustry which he founded.
It is such a joy to see a group
.....
down payment is completed.
The awards, which are made on ge ting together for choral singing. just concluded Its 21st annual Fes
| the basis of ballots cast by more A joy and a satisfaction, for it tival of American Music under the
BE SURE TO ASK
I than 3.600 campus leaders in col- not only promotes social pleasure direction of Dr Howard Hanson.
■ leges and universities throughout but brings music close to the hearts Glancing through the announce
ABOUT OUR LIBERAL
| the nation, are given annually to of the performers, thus giving sat ment sent me many familiar names
TRADE-IN-ALLOWANCE
in the world of today’s American
outstanding figures in commerce isfaction in music-making.
Music appear among the compos
i and industry who have achieved fi
Already we look forward to the
nancial success after starting from concert of The Village Singers in ers whose works were offered
during the Festival—Paul Creston,
the bottom of the ladder—in the 1952.
Howard Hanson .Gian-Carlo, Menj tradition of the American folk• • • •
I hero, Horatio Alger.
And what a great privilege it otti, Walter Piston, John Alden
Former winners of the Horatio was to hear the chamber music Carpenter ad others.
• • • •
I Alger Award include: Bernard M concert at the Art Museum last
Twenty years ago Mrs. Ethelbert
j Baruch, financier, elder statesman, Sunday. Seldom we’re blessed with
j and advisor to presidents; Charles the opportunity to hear such a iNevin said: "Bert must have had
I Luckman, president of Lever talented group of young artists. to put up with a great deal from
1954
Brothers; Charles E. Wilson, pres- They approached their music with me at first because of my ignorance
j ident of the General Electric Com- such devotion and seriousness that of music. I disgraced myself in our
early courtship by asking who Tagpany, and Vincent Riggio, presi the phase alone was impressive.
282 Main St.
Tel. 1135
Rockland, Me.
dent of the American Tobacco The concert brought back many ner was I soon found out!”
Company. Other 1951 awards go to memories of the chamber concerts
For social items in The CourierMeenahga Grange
The officers of the Juvenile
Grange were installed during the
lecturer’s hour Monday evening.
S-ster Carroll of Seven Tree
Grange acted as installing officer.
She was accompanied by a group
of assistants from that Grange
The officers were installed as
follows: Master, Mary Sukeforth:
overseer, Philip Sukeforth; lec
turer, Margaret Ann Randolph;
steward, Russell Luce; assistant
steward. Robert Sukeforth; chap
lain, Carol Bragg; treasurer, Judith
Hofses; secretary, Carol Chapman;
gatekeeper, Robert Hanrahan;
Ceres, Brenda Creamer; Pomona,
Donna Luce; Flora, Ernestine
Black lady assistant steward, Diana
Soule; matron, Palmina DiNapoli;
assistant matron, Dora Sukeforth.
Other members of the group are
Diana Co’lar. Judith Dickson, Do
lores Lombardo, Kathy Irving, Pa
tricia Irving, Dianne Oliver; these
make up the executive and home
and community welfare commit
teesGuest Officers’ Night w-ill be ob
served next Monday night. Each
officer is requested to invite an
officer from the same station from
another Grange to fill his chair
for the evening, either the guest
or the host officer to be prepared
to furnish a number for the pro
gram.
Several members from this
Grange attended Pomona at Sea
side Grange on Tuesday evening.
A good attendance is hoped for
next Monday night to discuss and
vote upon an important matter of
business.

will be w-orked at the next meeting
on June 12-

To Head Apple Crop

RtALM

like a small boy coming home from
school. Remember how grandfather
used to tell about catching his
breakfast in it when he was a boy?
No fish there now to speak of, is
there? Maybe grandfather and his
friends caught them all then again
maybe the fish haven’t been given
a chance. Have the bushes and
trees that provided shade been re
moved? Fish need shade to keep
the water cool. Have cattle been
allowed free run of the banks?
Fish won't stay where the banks
are crumbling and where cattle
punch up the stream bottom. Is
poor management of the adjoining
fields causing silt to wash into the
stream? Fish can’t live in a
muddy, silt filled stream Has the
woodland part of the watershed
been stripped so that flood occurs
in the Spring and the Summer
brings drought?
These conditions do not favor
fish production. If your farm
brook shows these symptons. how
about a change of policy?
Let’s
fence oft the bank and let the
cattle water only at selected spots
and maybe rock up these watering
spots a bit.
Perhaps we should
plant a few strong rooted shrubs
along the crumbling banks. Maybe
the Soil Conservation District can
help here. It gets a few of these
shrubs each year for its co-opera
tors and it will furnish technical
help. Then, of course, a good man
agement plan on fields and wood
land will not only benefit the
stream, but also the fields and
woods themselves.
Who knows!
maybe some day another grandad
can tell another small boy where
•he best holes still are in the farm
stream. Good watershed manage
ment means fish for breakfast.

Silage Corn Good Bet “Yellow Rocket” Here

Windsor Dairy Show

MBA Offers Service

ONLY

Down

FOR CREDIT TERMS TO FIT YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

-SEE-

COMPTON’S

(David

Sarnolf,

Harold

S'-assen that were held

In the Eell*

Boat Oaaette, Phone 10M, City.
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County Agent Jaeger Ad
vises To Get Rid Of It
While Blossoming
Agricultural Extension Service,
Rockland, May 21.
Have you noticed that "Yellow
Rocket" is starting to bloom in
this county?
I bring this,to your attention be
cause if we are to eliminate this
weed pest the easiest time to get
rid of it is while it is blossoming.
Tile bright yellow blossoms make
it easy to locate scattered plants or
dense stands.
"Yellow Rocket” is generally a
biennial. This means that the
plant grows one year without blos
soming and then produces blossoms
and seeds the second year. After
that it normally dies. Therefore to
get rid of the pest you must not
let the plant develop its seed.
Scattered plants can be most
easily killed by pulling or spudding
out. Remove plants from the field,
otherwise seeds may develop from
the food stored up in the plant.
Patches of "Yellow Rocket” can
be sprayed with 2, -D while it is in
bloom. It can also be moved jusf
before it starts to bloom and then
again when the plants reach a
height of -12 inches, thereby pre
venting seed formation.
On one large farm in the State
where they are trying to keep
"Yellow- Rocket" under control they
have found that the cost of pulling
the weed is only about 20 cents an
acre each year.
Gilbert B. Jaeger,
County Agent.

Better Home Grounds
Want to improve your home
grounds? Ask the county agent for
the new Maine Extension Service
bulletin 359 The pamphlet is free
to all and is entitled "Better Home
Grounds." In Knox County, the
bulletin may be obtained at the
Farm Bureau office on the second
floor of the Rockland post office.

Church News

Moss will be celebrated at St.
James Catholic Church Sunday
9 a. m.
There will be no services at S'.
John’s Episcopal Church Sunday.
MOMI •«>

RA
tOCKtAND » »AMIIT_TMI*T«I

SUNDAY AND

MONDAY ONLY!
Here Is a Story of Exotic

Adventure in the Boiling
Pot of the Orient . . . !

SPY-MYSTERY
SENSATION!
‘wh

Anyone wishing transportation to
Rockland Mass.
Call Ralph
Cushing, Tel. 85.
Sunday School 5.45 a. m at the
Bap ist Church with morning ser
vice 11 oclock.
Rev. Eugene Slvigley, Hartford,
Conn., will be the guest speaker
at 6 p. m., the Young People's
meeting under the cirect.on of Miss
Marion Pickard 7 o'clock the
Union Memorial service at
he
Federated Church.
Sunday School 9 45 a. m. at the
Federated Church with morning
service 11 o'clock, the subject;
Background
People
Anthem:
"Praise Be Ever Thine,” by Sib
elius. Union Memorial service 7
p. m. All patriotic organic., :ons
cordially invited.
The Memorial Day parade will
start at 10.46 a. m., at the head of
Knox street, including the Rock
land Drum
Corps, Thomas on
High School Band and the major
ettes.
Mrs. Harold W. Vinal left Friday
for Philadelphia to attend the
wedding of her grandson, Frank G
Randlett to Miss Janet E. Groves.

Thrilling
melodrama
filmed in
Japan
with official
approval!

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL

As It Looked To the Students Sixty-Seven
Years Ago—Its History

CAMDEN

DANCE

DANCE

CAMDEN THEATRE

t

I 'I K Ok 7 z' •

FLORENCE MARLY
ROBERT PEYTON
A BREAKSTON-McGOWAN Production •Screen
play & Direction by Dorrell and Stuart McGowan

ENDS SATURDAY

TYRONE POWER
SUSAN HAYWARD

••RAWHIDE'’
Also “MacArthur Story”

______

★

Three members of Troop 10 received the highest award in Girl Scouting Thursday evening at the an
nual award night of Rockland Girl Scouts. All wer? members of the troop led by Mrs. Mervyn Harriman.
\bove are. Margaret Oliver. 13, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.* Maxwell Oliver of 20 Clarendon street; Troop
Leader Mrs. Harriman with her daughter, Sandra, 1!. who received the award and Joan Philbrook, 13,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Philbrook of Owl's Head. A great number of awards and merit badges were
given to girls in the several troops of the city during the evening long affair which included demonstra
tions by the girls of various phases of Girl Scouting.

A Cooked Food and Flower Sale
at Karl Stetson's Store, Tuesday, D C. this Winter, is the guest of
May 29 at 2 o'clock. Sponsored by Mrs. Betty Foxwell for a few weeks.
Mrs. John T. Hughes is at Po
the Federated Church.
63-lt
land Springs for the week-end to
attend the Maine Diocesan Council
of Catholic Woman. Mrs. Hughes
is the president of the Rcokland
MISS HELEN M. RICH
district.
Correspondent
Mrs. Cora Robbins and daugh
ter, Mrs. Jack Proctor, arrived
Telephone 2214
The Thomaston High School he paused, ran both hands through
Tuesday from New Orleans to
Record
of March 17. 1884, has been his hair and darted suddenly
spend the Summer at Lake Me
Mr. and Mrs- Stuart Purvis of
handed to me by that versatile his- through the door.
gunticook.
Meriden, Conn., are the parents of
The Camden Public Library will orian Lee Morse, and contains In the year 1848 the original town
a son. John Harry, born May 17
be closed Monday through Thurs matters of intiest to that town's of Thomaston was divided into the
Mrs. Purvis is the daughter of Mr
day of next week for Spring clean oldtimers, not the least of which separate U»vns of Thomas-on, East
and Mrs. John Clancy.
is a concise history of the H:gh
ing.
Thomaston and South Thomaston.
School.
Carlton Wood, principal of Cam
The wedding of Miss Helen
The scholars were accommodated
The
Record
was
under
the
man

den High School has received from Stevenson, daughter of Mr and
The Hilder School in Wash ng- Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Jr., and Paul agement of the following students; in eight different school houses
ton, D. C., a record of the splendid Putnam, son of Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Wat-.s managing editor; Ma One at Oyster River, one on tho
grades made by Charles Massalin. a Sterling Putnam is planned for the rion P. Watts, Katie B. Robinson. western side of Gleason street, one
Senior in C.H.S who attended the evening of June 6, in the Congre- Walter D. Smalley and M. Lena the Bailey school-house, one on the
Miller literary editors, Kitty L. western side of Gleason street, one
Hilder School from Jan. 3 to April grational Church
Tobey local editor, Carrie T. Rob near Levi Gilchrist's, the Brick
20, in preparation for his entrance
Patty Fuller, daughter of Dr. and
into U. S Naval Academy. Charles Mrs. Douglas Fuller, Farmington, inson, exchange editor. W. S. Bick school-house and one at Morse’s
Corner.
received 97 in English; 96 in Alge is visiting her grandparents, Mr. ford, business manager.
bra; 93 in Plane Geometry; 96 in and Mrs. Roy Fuller
In 1851 the town began to con
History of our School
History. The passing grade at the
sider
the matter of establishing
Mrs. Lucille Hary and daugh
Measures were taken in the year
school is 70. On the last set of ex ter, Miss Marion Hary of Bo ton, 1814 for the establishment of Grade schools. Lectures were de
aminations at the Hilder School are spending a few days at their Thomaston academy. Sufficient livered by Rev. O. J. Fernald, Rev.
Charles stood No. 1 in a class of 56 cottage at Pemaquidfunds being appropriated, the Ac- R. Woodhull and others. They were
Naval Academy candidates.
i a demy was built in 1848. Before followed by the appointment of a
A convenient and Inexpensive
Arthur Beveridge, young son of
this time a private school had been committee, who made a report in
way to remove grease from your
favor of the system. But no furNorwood Beveridge, who has been
pots and pans is to wipe them with opened in the vestry of the old
attending school in Washington, old newspapers which you can bu> Congregational church, under the thur action was taken until 1856.
at The Courier-Gazette in large instruction of E. Hutchinson Rev. when the town voted toadopt the
Gr. de system.
62*aw r. Woodhull and others.
bundles for 10 cents.
_______ ' During the time when Mr. Mor
Soon after the establishment of
ton kept in the vestry, some amus this system, arrangements were
ing anecdotes are told. I will give j made by Trustees of tn Thoma sUnpaid dog taxes will be
several
as they weie told me by ton Academy by which ;he town
turned over to the constable
[ one of ’.he scholars. Mr. Morton was (O have two terms of 10 weeks,
within a few days for collection.
Every Saturday Night 1 iiad made a rule that any scholar of High School, during the year
The cost of a Dog License then
SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL not arriving punctually at nine and the remainder of th? year,
increases to pay the constables
9.00 TO 12.30
i , , ,
fee.
3-S-tf o clock a. m.. and half past one p. the teacher was to teach under
HAROLD PUTNAM.
---------------------------------------------- m., should be under the painful the dircetion of the Trustees. This
Town Manager.
necessity of being lodged out. alternation of High and Private
One morning nine o'clock arrived, schools appeared at first, to work
THOMASTON. MAINE
but no teacher. The boys deter very well, giving the scholars a
mined to play a joke at his expense, chance to continue their studies
Every Saturday Night
so locking the door, they waited under, the same teacher at the ac
White Oak Grange Hall
his coming. A few minutes past ademy. But by some who took an
NORTH WARREN
nine he was seen coming down the interest in the school, it was per
street with all possible speed, and ceived that the rank of scholar
SATURDAY IS ( ASH NKiHT
finally arrived at the vestry very- ship was continually degrading,
150 Reasons to Attend 150
much out of breath. He tried the growing out of the fact that the
door, but finding it locked, called scholars who were not qualified
“GASOLINE ALLEY”
for admittance. One of the toys to enter a High school, could and
Plus
MONTE HALE
*V vbJ’OHORO—TEL. 104
within asked him the cause of his did enter the school, when it was
t»«j »-*«..u.4 At 8.00. Matinees
tardiness. He replied that not held as an academy, and then by
“MISSOURIANS”
.A.uiii,.. .i ; 00. <undav at 3.00.
knowing
the time, and being very the influence of the teacher, were
Chap 2. Pirates High Seas
S.-.Ti "DAY ONLY, MAY 26
near-sighted, he was obliged to run allowed to enter the High School
Double Feature
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
up town to look at the town clock,
Charles Starrett and
Smiley Burnette in
Howard Hughes Presents:
and in doing so was belated. After
PRAIRIE ROUNDUP"
promising ‘‘that it should not oc
Jane Russell in the sensational
picture that is too startling
Also on the program
cur again," he was admitted.
to describe
"FOOTLIGHT VARIETIES”
The following incident occurred
Featuring Leon Errol,, Frankie
during the time Mr. Woodhull
“THE OUTLAW”
Carle, and an all-star cast
tuaght. It was declamation day.
After quiet had been restored, one
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
MAY 27-28
of the boys was called upon to de
SUNDAY, MONDAY
LASSIE in
claim. Going to the front he com
AND TUESDAY
menced in
beseeching accents.
"THE PAINTED HILLS”
"Pity the sorrows of a poor old
With Paul Kelly, Bruce Cowling
'fr
In Technicolor
man." His memory failing him here

NOTICE

'

THEATRE

THE
OF A FIGHTING OUTFIT...
AND THE MEN WHO BUSTED THEIR WAY j
ACROSS THE SEVEN SEAS!

starring

MIAN DONLEYY • FORREST TUCKER
EllR RAINES

★

witli

WHN RUSSELL
RICKARD JAECXEl
MARTIN MILNER
STEVE RRCOIC
TOM ROWERS
SONS OF THE
PIONEERS

A
REPUBLIC
PICTURE

At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
King Lion Charles Lowe will ap
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
point delegates and alternates to
parish communion and sermon at
the District Convention in Bangor 9.30; daily Mass at 7 30 except on
June 4, 5 and 6 at next week's Monday and Saturday.
meeting. The club rates nine of
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
each based on present membership.
Church,
Merle S. Conant, minister,
Most members are planning to go
at least one of the three days, re the subject of Mr. Conant's sermon
turning each night. A big program for Memorial Sunday will be "What
is planned of district business with Has Made America Great?” Roger
some real pleasure thrown in. Dow will play the organ selections
Clubs from Newfoundland, Nova "Concert Fantasia” by Diggle,
Sco.ia, New Brunswick, Prince Ed “Spirit of Calm” by Altheson, and
ward Island and Maine totaling "March Romaine" by Gounod. Mr.
nearly 4OC0 members will be rep Pavone will sing “The Lord's
resented at Bangor at the join: Prayer" by Melott. The Youth Fel
meeting of the three districts com lowship will meet at Glen Cove at
5 o'clock for an out-of-doors meet
prising 41-A, 41-B and 41-C.
It has been announced that Italy ing and picnic lunch. All members
becomes the 30th country to joint are urged to be present. Through
Lions International, the world’s the Summer months, the choir will
meet for weekly rehearsal on Fri
largest Service Organization.
The C-R Service officer read a day night at 7 o’clock.
• • • •
letter to the club from Lion P.F.C
The evening worship service at
Alton Small. He writes from Camp
Whittington, Japan, and his add the South Thomaston Methodist
ress is U. S. 51C38953, "A” Btry. Church will be held at 7 o'clock.
980th F A. Bn., APO, Postmaster, Mr. Conant will preach on the
San Francisco. He and his buddy theme “What Has Made Our Na
Milton Eaton, also from Canjden tion Great?" All are welcome to
with the same P O. address would this service.
• • • •
like to hear from their friends and
Morning Worship at the Little
guarantee a quick reply. Alton has
field Memorial Baptist Church will
been busy cleaning equipment and
begin at 10.30. Rev. John A. Barker
hiking five miles every day since
will bring the message on "The
landing in Yokohama a month ago.
Christ for this Crisis.” Sunday
He writes interestingly of life in
Japan, of meeting with service School follows the morning service
men from all nations on rest peri at 11.45. Classes for all ages will
ods from Korea, and'of bargaining be held. At 6 p. m., the Baptist
with native merchants who he Youth Fellowship holds its meeting
suspects always get the best of with Clayton Dorr in charge. All
young people are invited. The
the Yanks in the end.
Camden-Rockport Lions were evening service will be held at 7.15
well represented at the Organiza with a message on “The Suicide of
tion meeting of the new Union a Soul." Special music will in
Lions club Tuesday night. Past clude the trumpeteers, the quartet
King Lions Elmer Young and and youth choir and a song by
Clem Smith led a group of seven Barbara Young. On Monday at 7.30
including
Phil Davis,
George the Pioneer Girls will hold their
Boynton, Horace Upham, Charles final meeting before Fall. This
Hudson and Bill Otto. Present! will be "Encampment Night." The
also at this meeting were members usual prayer meeting service will be
of the sponsoring club, Waldoboro. held on Tuesday at 7.30 . Miss Eva
Ames will be hostess to the W.F.H.
Reservations
before they were sufficiently qual at 7 on Thursday.
for the Centennial Banquet w-ill be
ified.
In 1861 a change was made, and taken by Carroll Wixson.
• • • •
the scholars who had been attendAt First Baptist Church, Rev.
ing the High school for a year pre
J. Charles MacDonald will be
vious, were obliged to go back to;
the Grammar school studies, and preaching in the 10.30 service on
the question, 'What Happened On
the High was changed to a Gram-:
Pentecost?” At 10.15 men's and
mar school for the first term. For
two terms it was a Grammar women’s groups will meet for
school with a High school class, for prayer. The nursery wil lbe open
those who could pass a satisfac during the morning service for the
care of small children.
The
tory examination. From that time,
Church
School
will
have
classes
for
the alteration of High School and!
academy ceased. It was more than all age groups at noon At 6.15 the
a year before the school was raised Ambassadors for Christ will meet
to a Grade school, so as to become with Donald Taylor leading the
a regular High school, and it then senior group and Walter Hill and
depended upon those who came Dana Merrill the Intermediate
from the Grammar. The first group. A prayer meeting will be
teacher of the High school was Mr. held at 7.15 preceding the evening
Snelling, followed by Messrs. Lin service at 7.30. The singspiratlon
period and choir and instrumental
scott, Hobbie, Paine and others.
music will be included in this serv
For social Items In The Courier- ! ice, and Mr. MacDonald will take
Gazette. Phone 1044 Cltv
as his subject, “God’s Appeal to
Reason." The Happy Prayer and
Praise Meeting will be held at 7 30
on Tuesday.
• • • •
Memorial Sunday will be fitting
ly recognized in the morning serv
ice of worship at the Universalist
PLANE AND HOTEL
Church beginning at 11 o’clock
RESERVATIONS AND
The subject of Dr Lowe’s sermon
TICKETS
will be "The Potency of Our Faith
In God.” All other services are
ROCKLAND
TRAVEL BUREAU
I excused for the rest of the season.
No appointments for the week
468 MAIN ST.
TEL. 563-R
• • • •
ROCKLAND, ME.
“Soul and Body" is the subject
of the Lesson-Sermon which will
be read in all Churches of Christ,
Scientist, on Sunday. The Golden
Text is from Isaiah (Ish. 26:8. "In
the way of thy judgments, O lord,
have we waited for thee; the desire
of our soul is to thy name, and to
the remembrance of thee ■" Church
services at 10.30 a. m. Sunday
School at at 1145. Wednesday
night services at 730.
• • • •
At the Nazarene Church at Mav
erick Square, Rev. Edwin L. Ryan,
pastor, will conduct the preaching

FLY ANYWHERE
IN THE WORLD!

AUTOMATIC WASHERS

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
MAY 29-30-31
BETTY GRABLE
DAN DAILEY
DANNY THOMAS in
“CALL ME MISTER”
In Technicolor

FIGHTING
COAST
GUARD

DANCE TONIGHT
LAKEHURST

WRINGER TYPE WASHERS

With Bruce Cowling, Lassie
Shews: 2 06—6 49-8,45

it

Middle Ages” Here

Will Be Adapted Into May
Devotions Program Ot
St. Peter’s Church
The May devotions of St. Peters
Church School will take place in
the church yard and church Sun
day afternoon at 3 o'clock.
It may be of interest to know
that these devotions and exercises
are a bit taken out of the Middle
Ages and set down in the middle
of Rockland in our present day.
As the church became the center
of the whole life of mediaeval man,
it jt-as most natural that the
church would adapt the sports, the
theatre and other customs of the
pagan world to set forth here life,
just as today the church adapts
modern methods such as visual
education to her service Ont of
these developed the Mystery play
and the Miracle play. Sometimes
they developed to such excess that
the church forbade them, thus
showing that the Puritan move
ment was not only characterist’c
of the 16th century.
Among the more popular and
long-lived was the dance around
the Maypole which was a survival
of the pagan Spring festival. This
May dance gradually crystall zed
into a king and queen play to
which were a'dded later the char
acters of Robin Hood, etc
The adaptation that is used at;
St. Peter’s was developed by the
Sisters of St. Ann at St. John The
Evangelist Church in Boston.
The program:
S?ean One

The Pioc ession of the Boy
Bishop and his attendants. (Jan
Adelman plays the part of the Boy
Bishop).
The Procession of the May
Queen).
The Coronation of the May
Queen by the Boy Bishop.
The Maypole dance in honor of
the May Queen.
Sean Two

The Coronation of the Statue of
the Blessed Virgin. A second pro
cession is formed and the May
Queen bearing a small crown of
flowers enters the church and the
Statue of the Blessed Virgin is
CrownedBenediction of the Blessed Sac-i
rament.
The Queen retires to the Under
croft where the May Queen cake is
cut and distributed to her court.
Parents and friends are most
welcome

Legend says the diamond's
sparkle is kindled by the fire of
love-

and IRONERS

51-S-tf

7TH ANNUAL DANCE RECITAL
PRESENTED BY

KEIVIM AICR

GUARANTEE

REFRIGERATORS
RANGES

PUPILS OF MADELYN OLIVER

FREEZERS

SCHOOL OF THE DANCE

WATER HEATERS

TO

Rockland Community Building
Friday, June 1 at 7.30 P. M.
ADULTS 75c

service at 2.30 p m. and the evan
gelistic hour at 7 30 Sunday School
will convene at 1.15 and the N.Y.
PS. at 6 o'clock
• • • •
At the Congregational Church,
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor,
morning worship on Memorial Sun
day will be observed with the pas
tor's topic being "A Biblical Sacri
fice-Hitter." Church School classes
at 9.45 for those in third grade and
over, and at 10.30 for tho6e younger.
A special church meeting will be
held at the close of morning wor
ship on Sunday to vote on the
names of those to join the church
on June 3. Appointments for the
week include: Boy Scout Troop 206
meets on Monday at 7; Memorial
Day on Wednesday, with pastor as
the speaker for the Rockland exer
cises; Kupples Klub on Friday.
• • • •
At St Bernard’s Church Sunday
services are at 8 and 11 a. m.
Daily Mass is at 7.15 and Confes
sion Saturdays at 3.30 and 7 p. m.
Sunday Mass is at 9 a. m. at St.
Janies Church, Thomaston, and at
9.30 at the Church of Our Lady of
Good Hope, Camden.
• • • •
Listen to Billy Graham Sunday
at 3 30 over Station WLAW for he
has a message for All.

DAMARISCOTTA
Lloyd Rafnell and his Orchestra

LATEST NFWS—CARTOONS

Today—“THE PAINTED HILLS"—In Technicolor

ews

Will Name Nine Delegates
and Alternates To Dis
trict Convention

MRS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-S
Miss Ruth Grant and Allan Ful
ler have returned to Bostcn alter
visiting relat.ves in Old Town
and her sister, Mrs. Henry Stan
ley.
The selectman are to hold a
hearing on Monday at " 30 p. m, to
determine whether or no
the
building on the corner of Starr
street and the road o the ballgrounds should be declared unsaf •
and a nuisance. School children
have to pass this building on heir
way to the New school and it ha
been a source of concern to many
parents.
The Bela Alpha meets Monday
night at 7.30 w. h Mrs. Olive
Strout. This being the last meet
ing until Fall.
Memorial services will be held
Sunday night at 7 o'clock at he
Federated Church. It is requested
all members of the American Le
gion Auxiliary be at the hall at
6 45 p. m.,, as they will march in
a body.
Those
attending the Grand
Chapter Session of O.E.S., at
Portland were: Mrs. Evelyn George
of Rockland, Mrs. Helen Hallo
well, Mrs. Faye Stetson, Mrs. Jo
sephine Stone and Miss Helen
Studley.
Mrs. Enid Wa'As and Miss Lois
Hastings were in Bangor Wed
nesday.
At 9 a. m. Sunday morning the
Legion will put new flags on the
graves at the village cemetery, 6.30
p. m. a flag burning ceremony
will be held at the Mall to burn
the old flags which were on the
graves the las' year; 7 p. m., the
Memorial services will be held at
the Federated Church.

The C-R Lions

Three Girls Scouts Won Curved Bars

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements maj be sent
or telephoned to

C

TuesdayJhursday-Saturtay-
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CHILDREN 45c
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CHARLES E. STACKPOLE

TELEPHONE 194-3.

THOMASTON, MAINE
69-tf

SAVE MONEY

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

BPW Leaders Named
Sraal

Mallws

0

4

„

•

Mrs. I D Ivison of Cambridge
Mrs. Gerald Murphy of East
is the guest of Mrs. Sidney Bird. Hartford, Conn., arrived Thursday
High street.
to spend the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
The clerks at Newberry’s store Dorman, Warren street.
met Wednesday night at Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F. Brown,
Anna B. Gay’s home, Talbot ave
nue, to give a double surprise brie Jr., and children Sara and Free
dal shower for Miss Betty Belyea man 3d w’ho have been guests of
and Miss Doris Benner.
Miss Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F. Brown,
Belyea’s wedding takes place June Beech street and Dr. and Mrs.
24 to Carlton Thurston of Rock- Crosby French, Summer stree:.
land: Miss Benner’s, July 29 to have returned to Wethersfield.
Michael Benedict of Richmond, Conn.
Calif. Both received some very
The Daughters of St. Bernards
nice gifts. Lunch was served includ
held
a dessert bridge party at Ho
ing two bridal cakes. Those pres
tel Rockland, May 24. Mrs. Arlene
ent were, Genevieve Wi'.hee. Edna
McAuliffe, Wilberta Copps, Winnie Lampenen won the door prize
Wotton, Evelyn Richard. Marion which was a permanent donated
Ridgewell. Dorothy Casney, Anne by Al Plcurd. Sebastian Groder
Curtis. Margaret Yeo, Anna B. won the raffle which was a beau
Gay, Doris Benner, and Betty tiful lamp, donated by Merediths
Furniture Store. Other prizes were
Belyea.
won by Mrs. Edward Manseau. Mrs.
Miss Margaret E. Rinkenbach has Michael Leo, Mrs. Lucille Ray
arrived at Beech Hill Farm House mond, Mrs. George Hyland, Mrs.
for the season. With her are Mrs. Herbert Robishaw, Mrs. Wesley
N. B. Hawkes of Upper Darby, Pa., Paul, Mrs. Clyde Warner, Mrs. Arand Mrs. S. M. Mann of Kirklyn, iene Lampenen, Mrs. Betty Mc
Pa.
Coy, Mrs. Donald Lessard, Mrs.
Mike DiRenzo, Mrs. Bena An
See the latest styles in Furs and drews, Miss Kay Mullen, and Mrs.
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son Helen Laurence. Mrs. Walter Smith
1-tl was chairman of the card party
assisted by the following commit
tee: Mrs. LeRoy Miller, Mrs. Wil
liam Coffield, Mrs. George Hyland.
Mrs. Edward Manseau. Mrs. Paul
Ploudr, Mrs. George Phillips, Mrs.
GN ROUTE 1
Tel. 734 Weekends and Evenings Helen Laurence, Mrs. Clinton Rob
inson, Mrs. Domenic Cuccinello,
OPENING TODAY
Mrs. Michael Leo, Mrs. Veto Lom
SATURDAY, MAY 26
bardo.

BURKE’S STAND

PLANTS and SEEDLINGS
For Memorial Day and
Spring Planting

we. .

.i:'

Health__________
Portal s \

WED IN NEW YORK

Committee Heads To Take
Up Duties In the Fall
For Winter Season

First Lieutenant and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Ardie Johnson recently
Dorgan of Keesler Field, Miss., are spent several days in Portland as
visiting relatives in the city. Re- guest of her sister, Mrs. Guy S.
turning to duty next week, he wiU Lord and family.
be stationed with the Air Force at
Miss Audrey Hooper, whose mar
a California airfield.
riage to Albert Payson of Owls
The Few Are We Sunday School Head will take place early in June,
Class of the First Baptist Church was honored at a prenuptial shower
met at the home of Mrs. Flora Ed Thursday night, given by Mrs.
wards, Knox street, Thursday night. Ardrey Orff at her home on Ocean
A surprise bridal shower was given street. Miss Hooper received many
Miss Doris Benner, whose marriage nice gifts. Following a social eve
will take place July 29 to Michael ning buffet lunch was served.
Benedict of Richmond, Calif. Doris Guests were: Mrs. Floyd Hooper,
received some very nice gifts. M-rs. Guy Douglas. Mrs. Harold
Sandwiches, punch and bridal cake Marshall, Mrs. James Skinner and
were served. Those attending were Mrs. Clarence Dorman of Rockland,
Mrs. Bertha Bell, Mrs. Sybil Mills, Mrs. Gordon Simmons and Miss
Mrs. Gladys Tolman, Mrs. Made Thelma Simmons of Spruce Head,
line Shaw, Mrs. Helen Fogarty, Mrs. Ethel Payson, Miss Louise
Mrs. Flora Edwards, Celia Herrick, Payson. Mrs. Louie Mathieson, Mrs.
Alice Kenney, Jean Merrill, Doris Louie Mathieson, Jr., Mrs. Harry
Benner. Those sending gifts but Payson, Mrs. Kenneth Mathieson of
unable to be present were Mrs. Owls Head, Mrs. Gerald Murphy,
Joyce Ross and Mrs. Grace Mills. East Hartford, Conn.

N
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The Rockland Business and Pro
fessional Women’s Clvb met Wed
nesday evening at the FarfLsworth ,
Museum workshop which concludes
their formal meetings until Fall, i
At the business session the follow
ing tanding committee chairmen :
were appointed by President, Ruth
Cross: Membership, Arlene Wil
liams; program co-ord nation, cochairmen Constance Coopar and
F.orence Morse; education and vo
cations, Ruth McBride; health and
safety. Esther Mayo
International relat ons, Pauline
Stevens; public affairs. Rose Mal
burg; legislation, Nathalie Snow;
finance, Katherine Veazie; news
service, Virginia Knight; radio and
television,
Leota
Cuthbertson;
Civilian , Defenses
co-ordinator
Minerva Small; bulletin editor,
Elizabeth Seavey; parliamentarian,

OBI
acn

jbbb
3idDDI

Madeline Philbrick.

A committee compr.sed of Alice
Crockett, Virginia Knight and
Madeline Philbrick will make plans
for a Summer picnic, t me and
place to be announced later.
The first Fall meeting, Sept. 26,
will be in charge of Babaara Cof
fin, Rose Malburg and M. Lucille
Nason.
Al BPW members interested in
First Lieutenant and Mrs. Malcolm H. Pierson
attending the BP W, State Con
In
Madison
Avenue Presbyterian bridegroom, was best man. Mrs.
vention at Poland Springs, June
Church
in
New
York City, at 3 p Pierson, mother of the groom, was
2 or 3, please contact Mrs. Joyce
Champlin. 957, before May 29.
m., Saturday, May 19, Miss Shir attired in gray lace over pink taf
MacDonald Class of the First ley Dwyer, daughter of Clarence feta, with corsage of Anerican
Baptist Church met Thursday Dwyer of Tenants Harbor, and the Eeauty roses and lilies of the val
ntght wi h Mrs. Dorothy Baxter late Esther M. Dwyer, became the ley.
with 29 members presen . The Bible bride of Lieut. Malcolm H. Pierson,
Immediaely following the cere
study was conducted by Mrs. Mil- 1 son of Mrs. F. Herbert Pierson of mony a reception was held in the
dred Hart and was followed by a
Tenants Harbor, and the late Mr church house. Assisting in re
miscellaneous stork shower for Mrs.
ceiving were the bride's aunts, Mrs.
Clifford Gardner. The refresh- j Pierson.
Orris Holbrook of Tenant's Harbor,
Rev. Cornelius Greenway D. D.. and Mrs. Jesse Bradstreet of Rock
ments included a handsome cake
decorated with a stork made by pastor of All Souls Universalist land, wearing corsages of pink car
Mrs. Ivy Hai Assi ting Mrs. Bax- Church. Brooklyn, N. Y„ performed nations. After the bride's cake was
::r with the refreshments were the double r.ng ceremony agains: cut by the bride and bridegroom,
Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Audrey Teel and the background of the al ar en Robert Spofford assisted at the
Mrs. Florence Young. Others pre hanced by wh.te gladioli. Organ punch bowl, and ice cream, cake
sent were: Mrs. William Brawn. prelude and pootlude and tradition, and cookies were served.
Mrs. Agnes Young, Mrs. Virginia al marches were played by Rob
Many telegrams and expressions
Stoddard, Mrs. Eleanor Johnson, ert MoGill.
cf best wishes were received from
Mrs. Emma Hill, Mrs. Susan BowThe bride was attired in white the large number of friends unable
ley, Mrs. Marlon Goss, Mrs. Ma taffeta gown, princess style, wi h , to attend the wedding. Af er a
bel McKusic, Mrs. Bertha Bell, white eyelet Dutch bonnet, and brief stay at the Hotel Statler, the
Mrs. Leona Wooster, Mrs. Marjor carried a bouquet of white sweet couple will leturnfo Camp Stewart
ie Bickmore, Mrs. Harriet Emery,1 peas and orchids. She was given Ga., where the bridegroom is a
Miss Charlotte Cook. Mrs. Louise away by Roscoe H. Hupper of New Battery Commander in the United
Wright, Mrs. Blanche Widdecomb, ■ York and Tenant’s Harbor, lifelong ' States Army.
Mrs. Madge F,field. Mrs. Muriel friend of both bride and bride
Out of town guests included Mr.
Thurston, Mrs. Edith Erickson, groom. The matron of honor, Mrs. and Mrs. Robert Spofford of Med
Mrs. Margaret Chaples, Mrs. Elea T. Edward Karlsson of New York ford. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Guy
nor Ames, Mrs. Rachel Harmon. and Tenant’s Harbor, sister of the Hupper of Melrose, Mass., Miss
Mrs. Ethel Godfrey, Mrs. Beatrice ' bridegroom, wore pink marquisette Theo Hupper of Portland and Port
Grant and Mrs Marjorie Argyle. with matching pink bonnet, and Clyde. Mrs. Fred Balano of Staten
carried a bouquet of pink sweet Island. N. Y., and Port Clyde. Mrs.
peas and Japanese lilies. T. Edward Keppele Hall of New York and Port
Karlsson of New York and Ten Clyde, and Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe K
ant's Harbor, brother-in-law of the Hupper.

REAP THE ADS

For a small inexpensive scrap
book, you might use several sections
of unprinted newspaper which The
Courier-Gazette has for sale at
a very modest price.
123*156

THE TIMES /

Is This the ‘Typical U.S. Auto?

•

3703
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—KCOH

Mrs. Eleanor Sayward, RN. was
absent the past week, due to ill
ness in her family, Mrs. Joseph r.e
Altschuler, R. N. was relief nurse
for two days.
James Thompson, Masonic street,
brought a lovely bouquet of tulips
and another of flowering quince
blossoms to the hospital.
Mrs. Freeman F Brown, Sr.,
gave a number of late Issues of
magazines for the waiting room
and the patients, Wedne-day.
—KCOH
Dr Brooks Ryder, Director Bing
ham Associated FOnd, Boston, w.th
J. McClees visited the Hospital
Laboratory and x-ray department
Wednesday afternoon. Mr. Mc
Clees leaves shortly for Oklahoma,
and was interested in both the
Laboratory and x-ray department
in our hospital.
—KOOH—
The regional meeting will be held
Friday, June 1. at 6.30 p. m. Reser
vations must be made by Monday
with the Cheechako Inn. for all
who plan to attend. An interest
ing meeting is planned with Miss
Elizabeth Canterbury, as a Social
Service Worker.

GLEN COVE
•il

'•••

Dividing its registrations into equal North-South and East-West
parts, Chevrolet spots this 1941 sedan as the country's “typical auto
mobile.” It is owned by Don Sobkoviak, shown above with his wife,
in Watseka, Ill., the approximate center of all cars in use in the United
States. Sobkoviak, an employe of the Iroquois Farm Bureau, bought
the car third-hand. It has 107,000 miles on its speedometer. The 1941
model represents the average age of all Chevrolets in service.

Postmaster, Mrs. Herbert Wal
dron, attended a Lincoln Co. Post
masters' meeting at Waldoboro,
Thursday night.

For packing shipments of fragile
merchandise, nothing Is more prac
tical than old newspapers. Bundles
10 cents and up at The CourierGazette
62* aw

Learn to Swim—1

I RAN •
A
V

4eJ

'
la
brick arch in
IRAN
(Formerly Persia)

Oriental mystery and romance,
camel caravans, bright colored
shawls are part of the ancient his
tory of old Persia, formerly al!
the region between Kurdistan and
India. In 1935 Persia became Iran
Iran is a Kingdom of southwest
ern Asia with a population of
15.009.000 and has an area of about
528.000 square miles. The country
Is from 3.5CO to 6,590 fee: above
sea level, sort of a huge plateau
surrounded by mountain chains
except in the east where large des
erts are found.
From nearby
Afghanistan a
chain of mountains enters Iran
locally known as the Khorasan
mountains of thc Hindu Kush. The
highest movntainpeak in Iran is
Mt. Demavend. 18.633 feet.
In the Elbury mountains we find
deposits of coal and iron; copper
lead and other metallic ores are
found in the Kerman desert. Cop
per and turquoise are found in
Khurasan. There are deposits of
rock salt near the Persian Gulf
but is little exploited.
The oil fields are very rich and
are in the news today, April 27th.
Premier Hussein Ala and his cab
inet resigned teiause of a Parlia
mentary move to 'ake over and na
tionalize Iran’s huge British-Anglo
run oil resources. He was appointed
by Shah Mohammed Peza Pahlevi.
There has been a series of bloody
riots and strikes over the issue.
Many feel it is a par: of a Soviet
plan to wrest the oil fields from
the British-Anglo control through
local reds.
The camel caravans are becom
ing obsolete as well constructed au
tomobile roads and 4C00 miles in
length, well designed, criss-cross
Iran.
World War 2 brought Tehran,
the capitol of Iran into world-wide
prominence when it became the
meeting place of President Roose
velt, Churchill and Stalin. The
former capitol was Isfaham. Ta
briz is the chief commercial center.
Mesh Is the principal city of the ■
northeast.

Getting Acquainted

“ Church js tha grea-est

*

charac’ ’t""L
'h#
of
Qnd 3ood «"»nship If

,s
Wi“h

On a high cliff in the Bavarian Alps Ludwig II
built his castle.
More than a home, it was a fortress, a safe place
for a king to live in dangerous times.
Ironically enough, Ludwig died only a few
years after he had completed his castle. He didn't
really get much use out of it after all.
Down the valley there stands a little church.
It is not nearly as imposing as Ludwig’s cas
tle. But it has been home and fortress to thou
sands through the trials and spiritual battles
of life.
Honestly now, which is truly a man's cas
tle? The one he builds and in which he lives
—or the one that BUILDS HIM, and in
which he WORSHIPS?

Contest Notes

-KCOH

The R. N. Club met Tuesday
Mrs. Mary Chisholm. R.N., was
elected president to fill the unfin
ished term made vacant when Mrs.
Clarise Winston, R. N., resigned
due to illness in the family Mrs.
Eleanor Sayward. R. N.. was sec
retary. It was voted to dispense
with the meetings during June,
July and August. Mrs. Ware and
Miss Emery were appo nted cochairmen on the banquet commit
tee to make plans for the opening
meeting, in the Fall. Mrs. Stenger,
RN. was present, from Friendship,
and gave helpful suggestions for
plans regarding the banquet. It
was suggested that a project be
selected, and Mrs. Sukeforth R.N
was appointed chairman, to work
out something, and choose her own
committee, for a card party later.
The program was an informal
panel discuss on of the Central
Disctrict nurses' meeting, at Togus,
where 11 of the nurses from Rock
land, had noon luncheon at Togus
Veterans’ Hospital, and a tour was
conducted through some of the de
partments. Some visited Dr. Fogg.
Various reports were given on the
highlights, and plans of the com
mittee chairman.

KCOH

WATSEKA

and

True stories of how your fellow
Americans, by solving their health
problems through community ac
tion, are help ng to keep our nation
strong. Five dramatic broadcasts
in which Mr and Mrs. American
end their neighbors tell their own
stories of how they are helping
themselves and their children to
better health. Ben Grauer is nar
rator; Wac'e Arnold, executive
producer. May 12, the series began,
and aga n May 19, the second story
was told. However, May 26. Satur
day “Health Comes Calling’’ (Clin
ton County, Ohio); from 5.30 p m
to 6 p. m. ED.T. over NBC net
work, wil! be heard the third story
Again June 2 and June 9 numbers
four and five will be heard over
the same stations. More details
later about the program.

-KCOH

THE church FOR all . .
AU FOR THE CHURCH

The
Children’s Corner

1

values”
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Iran’s chief exports: petroleum,
opium, fruits, lambt-kins, raw cot
ton, rice, wool, carpets and rugs.
Persian music and the "magic
carpet" bring ’o mind that here in
Iran is found some of the most
beautiful rugs in the world. Iran
imports, tea, sugar, cotton textiles
and machinery.
The picture which illustrates this
article is a part of old Persia,
ar.d shows the largest unsupported
brick arch in the^ world. It is part
of the vast palace of Sassanian
kings of Persia, built by Chcsrces,
about 550 A. D., at Ctesiphon on
the bank of the Tigris which flows
across the south western corner
of Iran from the ne.ghboring state
of Iraq and flows into the Per
sian Gulf.
All that remains now is a portion
of he grea: hall and the facade of
the east wing. Thc roof of the
former 82 foot span is still one
of the worlds finest examples of
barrel-valuting.
In contrast to the method of
communication in old Persia (as
I write this a: tide > a news flash
just came over the modern radio
announcing that Persian-Iran has
just taken over the oil fields. An
other step to 'World conquest? Who
knows?
COTEST NOTES
It seemed good to receive many
drawings this week for the contest
and are please to announce the
following winners:
First Prize: Joan Proctor; sec
ond price. Jon Ross; third prize,
Charles W. Li1 tie and special
prize, Jacqueline Rapose.
The contest for next week will
be to draw a scene of a patriotic
parade. It is so near Memorial
Day what would be more fitting
than ;o have such a contest. Me
morial Day should mean very
much to each and every one of us
and to say "thanks" to God and to
'.hose gone on for our Country and
the memory of our loved ones
what better way than to go to
God's House on Sunday.

THE

FLOWER SHOP
55 MAIN STREET
THOMASTON. MAINE

Potted Plants
Rustic Boxes
Carnations Geraniums

i Tulips
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1. Swimming water ie general
ly cool, and eome times cold. Be
fore getting in it ie a good idea to
rinse the body a little at a lime,
to adjust to the lower tempera
ture and to minimize the shock
of complete immersion later.

2. In shoulder deep water it is
more difficult lo breathe because
of pressure against the chest.
Slav a little while at this depth
and sou will soon become ad
justed to this new condition.

3. To get a “fish-eye’’ view,
take a good full breath of air.
hold it, put your face in the
water and open your eyes. You
will find that holding the breath
under water becomes almost auto
matic, and you can see quite well.

4. Exhaling under Mater is very
important. It should be practiced
until it is easy to do. Inhale
aho\e the surface, submerge and
blow “bubbles” when the face is
under. Use the mouth entirely —
forget that you have a nose.

IT IS SUGGESTED TUAT CHILDREN CLIP AND RETAIN THESE STRIPS

Tops in
SIMMs $
House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.
442 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 7tl
51-S-tf

TuesBay-TWsflay-SaTijraay
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STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

KNOW YOUR OWN SCHOOLS

Six Super Tankers

AT THE STRAND, SUNDAY AND MONDAY

To Be Built For Esso—Will

• regular teachers, doing small tasks
Carry 230.000 Barrerls
In any school will be found cer- at first and as they progress they
Each
tain groups who receive little arc able to assume more responsipraise, less publicity, and alhio< bilities such as reading to small
Negotiations for construction of
no thinks from those they sene groups while the teacher works
John M. Rchardson
six super tankers with a volume
the be ' In Rik
. H.-h Sch ?o w: h others. It is believed that
capacity of 230.000 barrels each, has
two such groups deserve special these first hand experiences will
been completed today by the Esso
"The Steamer J. T. Morse, Her History and Adventures." Reprinted recognition
the canteen crew encourage many to make teaching
Shipping Company, affiliate of
by permission of the author. Jay Allen, and the original publishers. The and the student librarians.
their career.
Standard Oil Company fNew Jer
Societv for the Prevention of New England Antiquities. Mr. Allen, an
At
present
the
club
has
a
mem

The canteen crew of about 11
sey). The new ships will bring to
authority on steam navigation with special research on the J. T. Morse, members runs the canteen at re bership of 27, eight boys and 19
18 the number of such vessels con
is a director of the Steamship Historical Society of America.
cess. Profits from the -ale of pop- girls.
tracted for in the United States In
V( IDFNTS
para. leading from the hurricane corn chocolate milk, soft drink
Publications
a little more than three years.
down through the saloon to the provide one of the largest source
The school yearbook, the "CaulBelfast
Each of the new tankers. M. G.
The Morse's first mishap, so far main deck is much more conven- of income of the hool fund which dren” is planned, written, and
Gamble, president of the Esso
as I have discovered, occurred in ient i than the former ladder) and finances the activity program of . d.ted by a group drawn from the
Shipping Company, said, will have
1910. Throughout her career, her the brand new carpets in the sa- tj,e school. Th. enierprize is under ,-enior class. The staff of 34 is
a haulage capacity about 75 perheaded this year by Eetty Griffith
Rockland berth was on the south loon and diningrooms are an ad- tde direction of Mrs .Ivy Hart.
Coming as a timely and vividly actionful melodrama, Tokyo File rent greater than the T-2 type
The student librarians under as Production Edi'or; business 212" which opens at the Strand theatre on Sunday, develop, events in tankers built during the war. The
of Tillson's Wharf, while the dition most acceptable to patrons
Sos’on boat docked on the east. The three decks forward are en- Robert Hybels d.recticn have be;n manager, Nancy Leach; advertising Japan stemming from an inspired plot to hamper American military fotal voiumetrjc capacity of the six
On Wednesday. May 25. the Belfast triely new, and the main deck has aclive thjs year Th„y have re. manager, Donald Taylor; circula- operations in Korea. Starred are Florence Marly and Robert Peyton new tankers will be 1.380.000 bar
than ': l manager, Beulah Powell; typ- who are supported by a large cast of Japanese stars who were enlisted
arrived at the breakwater at 3.17 new beams. Pilot A. W. Shute. and paired books, lateleJ
rels.
wi h the electric ing manager,Mildred Sherman, in this, the first \merican Feature film produced in Japan for KKO
in the morning, nearly an hour be Quartermaster Harry D. Shute onethousand
When added to the present fleet,
Radio release.
The engagement of "Tokyo File 212” will continue
Robert Hybels is the faculty ad- through .Monday evening.
fore unrise, on her regular trip brought the steamer down from stylus,reorganized the card catthese and other tankers under con
from Boston. A thick fog rested East Boston where she was re alogue, and performed many other visor.
struction, would increase the total
the ‘Caul- o'.hers equally worthy of mention
ever the harbor, through which paired. The Morse left Boston at he]pfu] ta-k t improve the ap-The production of
fleet of Jersey and its affiliates to
PORT CLYDE
sounded the Belfast's mournful 9 14 a. m. Thursday, slowing up pearatlCe, efflt: ncy and general dron” requires many and varied are the Thespian Club activities
130 ocean-going vessels and 2,350,The
American
Legion
Auxiliary
histle, as she blew for echoes and after proceeding a few miles for effectiveness of the school library al. ns and Is excellent training such as the Junior and Senior
C00 deadweight tons Company af
will
attend
services
at
the
Advent
groped her way to the wharf The | *e purpo.se of adjusting the comF. T. A. Club
for those who participate.
Plays, the Washington Clubs which
filiates also own 79 special service
The ‘’Blanket” a mimeographed rai e funds for the annual Wash- Church Sunday morning at Port and ja)je type tankers of about 240,anxious watchmen on the barges at j Iiass which is now equipped with The Fu'.ure Teachers of America
a
stronger
magnet
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“The Morse was my home for get her," the Belfast's steel stem making their landings in the fog rooms under the supervision of tho ponsored by the school, but
many years." writes John T. Sulli ground Its way into the wooden
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van. 2d and 1st engineer of the hull of the Morse. She struck at
----vessel for many years, and now a a point only a few feet forward of
the Morse's pilot house. and Business
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chief engineer, all ocean and every
crashed on for about 15 feet, com
• j
Thus
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tonnage in the Big Time. Mr. Sul ing in as far as the keel, and ripFederal
Reserve
Bank
livan's home port is Rockport and pin ■ a hole 12 feet wide in the
this picture and information was Morse's side.
Despite scattered weaknesses in
obtained during a recent visit there. Just before the accident, night some New England industries, buaiMr. Sullivan started his highly watchman Davis H. Weed was ness prospects in the area are genflreman and ;:'a!
on starboard aideI of the eraiiy favorable, according to the
freight deck, listening to the Bel
oiler on tne J. T Morse at tender fast’s approaching whistles, and Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.
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An article in the forthcoming is
years He advanced steadily under watching for her to appear through
sue of the bank’s Monthly Review
the careful tutelage of Chief Engi the fog.
"As the great turbiner
neer John Marshall and as first drew nearer,” reported the Boston ates that the position of Newassistant engineer served with Post for May 26. "he saw that she England business will be strength
Chief Marshall until the steamer would inevitably ram the Morse, ened as the defense program shapes
was sold. With characteristic gen anu he shouted a hasty alarm" to up and begins to take hold. Small
erosity and appreciation Chief Sul- the crew -leeping in the forecastle manufacturers have had difficul
lican says "Without the splendid below But before they could get ties securing subcontracts and
training given me by Chief Mar out the Belfast struck. She rammed scores of retailers and manufac
shall I feel I might never have the Morse in such a way that she turers have been bogged down in
Government forms which were to
earned my present license."
almost covered the forecastle door,
The memories of the old days on leaving a space just large enough be the foundation of pricing regu
the Morse strike a no talgic vein in for the men to crawl through. The lations and allocation of scarce ma
Mr Sullivan and he recalls a six passengers occupying the state terials. However, the defense and
thousand joyous incidents with re rooms were in no danger, but were "essential” civilian industries may
lish. “I was always known as terribly frightened. Officers speed- look forward to the early alloca
tion of steel, copper, and aluminum,
•Sully' and the old timers will re
ilv reassured them by stating that
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call with pride the night of the J.
they would even have time to get
substantially.
T.’s bowling team when I had the
their po sessions ashore.
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privilege to be clean-up man in
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dropped off sharply early in the
Harold Thomas' 'Champs."’
water surged into the gaping hole
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year and continued at the lower
like a miniature Niagara, and the
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level through March.
Morse began to settle immediately.”
bers of the J T. Morse will be wel
The level of continued unemploy
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comed by The Steamboat Editor of
ment compensation claims during
a bit. as her bow line had snapped
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April was about 55 percent lower
in the crash. It was low tide, and
than in April a year ago.
she sank only until the saloon deck
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was covered by about two feet of
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mer.
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Mr. and Mrs Sheldon Harvey
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Had she been a side- tai volume of defense work. There
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Mr. and Mrs Theodore Turner stopped in time to prevent, or at
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eliminations of
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and son spent the week-end with lea* to minimize he damage. The thg
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the Soviets.
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